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PREFACE 

n n H B pubhcation of this tract has been delayed by a variety of 
-*- causes, and I am now compelled to issue it without Dr Kiesz's 

help in the final correction of the proofs. This has at any rate one 
advantage, that it gives me the opportunity of saying how conscious 
I am that whatever value it possesses is due mainly to his contributions 
to it, and in particular to the fact that it contains the first systematic 
account of his beautiful theory of the summation of series by 'tjrpical 
means'. 

The task of condensing any account of so extensive a theory into 
the compass of one of these tracts has proved an exceedingly difficult 
one. Many important theorems are stated without proof, and many 
details are left to the reader. I believe, however, that our account, is 
full enough to serve as a guide to other mathematicians researching 
in this and allied subjects. Such readers will be famihar with Landau's 
Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung dm- Primzahlen, and will 
hardly need to be told how much we, in common with all other 
investigators in this field, owe to the writings and to the personal 
encouragement of its author. 

G. H. H. 

19 May 1915. 
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THE GENERAL THEORY OP 
DIRICHLET'S SERIES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The series whose theory forms the subject of this tract are of 
the form 

/ ( s ) = 2a,e-^«' .....(1), 
1 

where (XJ is a sequence of real increasing numbers whose limit is 
infinity, and s = a-+ ti is a complex variable whose real and imaginary 
parts are o- and t. Such a series is called a Dirichlet's series of 
ti/pe K- If K = n, then/(s) is a power series in 6"''. If K = logn, then 

/(s) = ia„«-' (2) 

is called an ordinary Dirichlet's series. 
Dirichlet's series were, as their name implies, first introduced into 

analysis by Dirichlet, primarily with a view to applications in the theory 
of numbers. A number of important theorems concerning them were 
proved by Dedekind, and incorporated by him in his later editions of 
Dirichlet's Vorlesungen uber Zahlentheorie. Dirichlet and Dedekind, 
however, considered only real values of the variable s. The first 
theorems involving complex. values of s are due to Jensen*, who 
determined the nature of the region of convergence of the general 
series (1); and the first attempt to construct a systematic theory of the 
function/(s) was made by Cahent in a memoir which, although much 
of the analysis which it contains is open to serious criticism, has 

* Jensen, 1, 2 . References in thick type are to the bibliography at the end 
of the tract. t Cahen, 1. 

H. & R. 1 



^ INTRODUCTION 

served-and possibly just for that reason-as the starting point of 
most of the later researches in the subject*. 

It is clear that all but a finite number of the numbers X„ must be 
positive. It is often convenient to suppose that they are all.positive, 
or at any rate that X̂  S O.t 

2. It will be convenient at this point to fix certain notations 
•which we shall regard as stereotyped throughout the tract. 

(i) By \x\ we mean the algebraically greatest integer not greater 
than X. By 

a 

we mean the sum of all values oi f(n) for which a^wS/3, i.e. 
for [a] s m S [;8] or [a] < ra ̂  [/8], according as a is or is not an integer. 
"We shall also write 

X V 

A(x) = la^, A{x,y) = %an,X 
1 X 

(ii) We shall follow Landau in his use of the symbols o, 0.§ 
That is to say, if ^ is a positive function of a variable which tends 
to a limit, we shall write 

f=o{<i>) 
if /M-*0 , and 

/=0(<A) 
if |/|/<^ remains less than a, constant K. We shall use the letter Y to 
denote an unspecified constant, not always the same(|. 

* Fuller information as to the history of the subject (up to 1909) will be found 
in Landau's Handbucti der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen, Vol. 2 Book 6 

' Notes and Bibliography, and in the Encycl. des sc. math., T. 1, Vol. 3, pp. 249 et sea. 
We shall refer to Landau's book by the letter H. The two volumes are paged 
consecutively. 

t It is evident that we can reduce the series (1) to a series satisfying this 
condition either (a) by subtracting from /(s) a finite sum S a ^ e " ^ * or lb) bv multi-
plying/(s) by an exponential ^"^'- These operations would pf course change the 
type of the series. 

t We shaU use the corresponding notations, with letters other than a without 
further explanation. 

§ Landau, H., p. 883, states that the symbol 0 seems to have been first used bv 
Baohmann, Analytische Zahlentheorie, Vol. 2, p. 401. ^ 

II For fuller explanations see Hardy, Orders of infinity (Camb Math T> + 
No. 12), pp. 5 et seq. ' ' •^^'">«s, 



ELEMENTARY THEORY 

II 

ELEMENTARY THEORY OF T H E CONVERGENCE OF 

DIRICHLET'S SERIES 

1. Two fundamental lemmas. Much of our argument will be 
based upon the two lemmas which fpUow. 

LEMMA 1. We have identically , i ,/, 

%av4>{v)= 2 A {x, n) ^.4>{n) + A («, y) <i> [«/]. 
X fc 

This is Abel's classical lemma on partial summation *. 

LEMMA 2. i / o- =)= 0, then 

|Ae"^'»'l^L^A0-'^<t 

For 

|Ae-^»*| "*'e-«^^M = WAe-^-<^. 
(T 

2. Fundamental Theorems. Region of convergence, ana
lytical character, and uniqueness of the series. We are now in, 
a position to prove the most important theorems in the elementary 
theory of Dirichlet's series. 

THEOREM 1. If the series is convergent Jor s = <T + ti, then it is 
convergent for any value of s wJwse real pa/rt is great&r than <T. 

This theorem is included in the more general and less elementary 
theorem which follows. 

THEOREM 2. If the series is convergent for s = Sf,, then it is uniformly 
convergent throughout the angular region in the plane of s defined 
by the inequality 

|am(s-s„)|Sa<j7r.| 

* Abel, 1. 
t This lemma seems to have been stated first in this form by Perron, 1, but 

is contained implicitly in many earlier wiitings. 
J If s = r/^, we write r — \s\, 6= axas. Theorem 1 is due to Jensen, 1, and. 

Theorem 2 to Cahen, 1. 
1—2 



•* ELEMENTARY THEORY 

We may clearly suppose s„ = 0 without loss of generaUty. We 
nave 

:S,a,e ''"'=% A (m, v) Ag-^'" + A (m,n)e '^ ' , 

by Lemma 1. If c is assigned we can choose m^ so that X™> 0 and 

I J . (m, v) 1 < e COS a 

for V S m S TOO. If now we apply Lemma 2, and observe that 

I s l/o- S sec a 

throughout the region which we are considering, we obtain 

aye'^"' < e f " i Ae-^'"' + e"^' ')=€e-' '»' '<6 

for n^m^mo. Thus Theorem 2 is proved*, and Theorem 1 is an 
obvious corollary. 

There are now three possibilities as regards the convergence of the 
series. It may converge for all, or no, or some values of s. In the 
last case it follows from Theorem 1, by a classical argument, that we 
can find a number o-,, such that the series is convergent for o-xr,, 
and divergent or oscillatory for o-<a-o. 

THEOREM 3. The series may be convergent for all values of s, orfm-
none, or for some only. In the last case there is a number <T„ such that 
the series is convergent for O-XTO and divergent or oscillatory for a- <a-i,. 

In other words the region of convergence is a half-planed. We 
shall call O-Q the abscissa, of convergence, and the line o- = o-|, the line 
of convergence. It is convenient to write o-o = — co or o-,, = oo when the 
series is convergent for all or no.values of s. On the line of con
vergence the question of the convergence of the series remains open, 
and requires considerations of a, much more delicate character. 

* It is possible to substitute for the angle considered in this theorem a wider 
r ^ o n ; e.g. the region 

<r>0, Itl^e^"-! 
(Perron, 1 ; Landau, H., p. 739). We shall not rectuire any wider theorem than 
2. It may be added that the result of Theorem 1 remains true when we only 
assume that S o„ is at most finitely oscillating : in fact, with this hypothesis the 
result of Theorem 2 holds for the region ' 

I am (s-s„) I ga< j7 r , o->5>0, 

as is easily proved by a trifling modification of the argument given above, 
t Jensen, 1. 
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3. Examples, (i) The series Sa"9i-», where | « | < l, is convergent for aU 
values of s. 

(ii) The series 2 O^-', where | a | > 1, is convergent for no values of s. 
(iii) The series Sm"" has o-=l as its line of convergence. It is not 

convergent at any point of the line of convergence, diverging to +ao for s=l, 
and oscillating finitely* at all other points of the line. 

00 

(iv) The series 2 {logn)-^n~^ has the same line of convergence as the last 

series, but is convergent (indeed absolutely convergent) at aU points of the line. 
00 

• (v) The series 2a„m-«, where a „ = ( - l)''+(logm)-2 has the same line of 
2 

convergence, and is convergent (though not absolutely) at all points of i t t . 
4 . THEOREM 4. Let D denote any finite region in the plane of s 

for all points of which 
o- S o-o + S> o-(|. 

Then the series is uniformly convergent throughout D, and its sum 
f (s) is a branch of an analytic function, regular throughout D. 
Further, the series 

an'^n e , 
lohere p is any number real or complex, and XJ' has its principal value, 
is also uniformly convergent in D, and, when p is a positive integer, 
represents the function 

The uniform convergence of the original series follows at once from 
Theorem 2, since we can draw an angle of the type considered in that 
theorem and including D^. The remaining results, in so far as they 
concern the original series and its derived series, then follow immediately 
from classical theorems of Weierstrass§. 

When p is not a positive integer, we choose a positive integer m so 
that the real part of p — TO is negative. The series 

^a^xr^'e-^-' (1) 
may be written in the form 

S &„«-("*-'') °̂̂ "̂ (2), 
where bn = a,i e" "*. Regarding (2) as a Dirichlet's series of type log X„, 
and applying Theorem 1, we see that ( I) is convergent whenever 

* See, e.g., Bromwich, 2. 
t We are indebted to Dr Bohr for this example. 
J The vertex of the angle may be taken at (TJ, if the series is convergent for 

s = (r|,, and otherwise at O-Q + T;, where 0<i;<S. 
§ See, e.g., Weierstrass, Abhandlungen aus der Funlctionentheorie, pp. 72 et seq.; 

Osgood, Funlctionentheorie, Vol. 1, pp. 257 et seq. 
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%a^e-y is convergent. The proof of the theorem may now be 
completed by a repetition of our previous arguments. 

THEOREM 5. If the series is. convergent for s = s„ and has the mm 
/(f»)'_ ^̂ ™̂ /(s)-^/(so) when s-^s^ along any path which lies entirely 
within the region 

1 am (s - So) 1S a < lir. 

This theorem* is an immediate corollary from Theorem 2. It is of 
course only when s^ lies on the line of convergence that it gives us any 
information beyond what is given by Theorem 4. 

5. THEOREM 6. Suppose that the series is convergent for s = 0, and 
let E denote the region 

0- S 8 > 0, j am s i S a < JTT. 

8up2Mse further thatf(s) = Ofor an infinity of values of s lying inside K 
Then a^ = Qfor all values of n. 
, The function f{s) cannot have an infinity of zeros in the 

neighbourhood of any finite point of E, since it is regular at any such 
point. Hence we can find an infinity of values Sn = (rn + tni, where 
o'n+i >^v,, lim (T-„ = CO, such that / ( s j = 0. 

But ^(s) = e''iV(s) = «i + 2a„e-(^»-^J' 
2 

is convergent for s = 0 and so uniformly convergent in E. Hence 
g{s)-^ar, 

when s -3- Qo along any path in E. This contradicts the fact that 
g(sn) = 0, unless ai = 0. It is evident that we may repeat this 
argument and so complete the proof of the theorem!. 

6. Determination of the abscissa of convergence. Let us 
suppose that the series is not convergent for s = 0, and let 

^loglAMl^^^^ 
K 

* The generalisation of the ' Abel-Stolz' theorem for power series (Abel 1 • 
Stolz, 1, 2). . , 

t This theorem, like Theorem 2 itself, may be made wider: see Perron I • 
Landau, H., p. 745. Until recently it was an open question whether it were possible 
that / (s) could have zeros whose real parts surpass all limit: all that Theorem 6 
and its generalisations assert is that the imaginary parts of such zeros if they 
exist, must increase with more than a certain rapidity. The question has however 
Jbeen answered affirmatively by Bohr, 4. But if there is a region of absolute con
vergence, the answer is negative (see III, § 5). 

.. J By iim % we denote the ' maximum limit' of the sequence M„ ; cf. Bromwich 
Infinite series, p. 13. ' 
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It is evident that y S 0*. We shall now prove that o-o = y. 
(i) Let 8 be any positive number. We shall prove.first that the 

series is convergent ioi s = y + S. 
Choose e so that 0 < e < 8. Then, by the definition of y, we have 

logM(v) |<(y + 8-e)X„ \A(v)\<eiy+^-')^-' 

for sufficiently large values of v. Now 

Sa,e-' ' ' ' '= 2 A(v)^e-^''' + A(n)e-^-\ 
1 1 • 

The last term is, for sufficiently large values of n, less in absolute 
value than e"^^", and so tends to zero; and everything depends on 
establishing the convergence of the series 

^^(y + S-e)\« ^^-{y + d)\y_ 

Now, since -y -i- 8 - e is positive, we have 

(̂7 + S-e)X.^^-(7-^S)X.^( +8) f ' '+^(7 + 5-e)X.-(7 + 5)^^^ 

f̂r*»)£ 
•Xx+l _ea; 

e-^'dx: 

and the series (y -t- 8) 2 / " e~^^ dx 

is obviously convergent. It follows that 
o-o g y. 

(ii) Suppose 2a.6"^"'' = 2Z). (s>0) 

convergent. Then 

A (n) = S b.e^"' = '-i B (v) A e^"' + B (n) e^'. 
1 1 

It foUows that IA (m) |< Ke^''', 

and therefore that 
log M («) I < X̂ s 4-Z'< (s H-8) X„ 

for any positive 8, if n is large enough. Hence 

and therefore (TO S y. 

* We can determine a constant K such that log \A{n)\>-K for an infinity of 
values of n. This would still be trae if 2 a„ converged to a sum other than zero : 
but if the sum were zero we should have 

log 1.4 (n) I -*- - 00 . 
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From the results of (i) and (ii) we deduce 

THEOREM 7. If the abscissa of convergence of the series is positive, 
it is given by the formula 

,^-logU(m)l ^ 
o-o = l im ^ ' ^ " .* 

X„ 

7. Absolute convergence of Dirichlet's series. We can 
apply the arguments of the preceding sections to the series 

^\an\e-^'^' (1). 
We deduce the following result: 

THEOREM 8. There is a number o= such that the series (1) is 
absolutely convergent if a>a and is not absolutely convergent if o-<?. 
This number, if positive, is given by tlie formula 

_ K 
where A(n) = \ai\+\a2\+...+ \an\. 

In other words a Dirichlet's series possesses, besides its abscissa, 
line, and half-plane of convergence, an abscissa, line, and half-plane of 
absolute convergence. It should however be observed that the theorem 
which asserts the existence of a half-plane of absolute convergence is in 
reality more elementary than Theorem 3, as it follows at once from the 
inequality 

\e-^'"\^\e-^'"^\ (cr><rO, 
and does not depend on Lemma 1. 

It is evident that o=So-o. We may of course have a==oo or 
o" = — oo. In general there will be a strip between the lines of 
convergence and absolute convergence, throughout which the series 
is couditionally convergent. This strip may vanish (if o= = o-(|) or 
comprise the whole plane (if O-Q = - oo, 5= = oo) or a half-plane (if 

* Cahen, X. Dedekind, I.e. p. 1, and Jensen, 2 , had already given 
results which together contain the substance of the theorem. The result holds 
when (ro=0, unless S a„ converges to zero. If (ro<0 the result is in general untrue. 
It is plain that in such a case we can find (r„ by first applying to the variable s 
such a linear transformation as will make the abscissa of convergence positive. 
But there is a formula directly applicable to this case, viz. 

:f^ l o g | ^ - ^ ( « , ) l 
(X^— l i m —^ —^ , 

where A is the sum of the series 2a„ (obviously convergent when o-„<0). This 
formula was given (with a slight error, viz. X„ for X,^j) by Piacherle, x: see 
also Knopp, 6 ; Schnee, 6. Formulae applicable in all eases have been found 
by Knopp, 6 (for the ease X„=log» only); Kojima, 1 ; Fujiwara, l ; and 
Lindh (Mittag-Leffier, x). 
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o-o = - < » , -Go<o=<co or -oo<o-„<co, 5==oo). For Dirichlet's 
series of a given type, however, its breadth is subject to a certain 
limitation. 

THEOREM 9, We have 5 - O-Q S Sm — ^ . 

We shall prove this theorem on the assumption that o-j > 0 ; its truth is 
obviously independent of this restriction. Given S, we can choose MQ so that 

\A{n)\<e^''' + ^^'"' {n^no), 
and accordingly 

I a„ I = I ^ (n)-^ (71-1) I <2e<'^«+*"^»<e('^»+2^)>"'.* 

Hence Z ( m ) = 2 |a!r| < I («o)-t-we^°'""'"^*'^"<»ie''''°"'''*^'^" 
1 

if m > % and n^ is sufficiently large in comparison with n^. Thus 
log 4 (n) losn 

from which the theorem follows immediately. 
If log n=o (X„), the lines of convergence and absolute convergence coincide: 

in particular this is the case if X„ = w. In this case our theorems become, 
on effecting the transformation e-i^x, classical theorems in the theory of 
power series. Thus Theorems 1 and 3 establish the existence of the circle of 
convergence, and 7 gives a slightly modified form of Cauchy's formula for the 
radius of convergence. Theorems 2, 4, 5, and 6 also become familiar results. 
If X„=logw, the maximum possible distance between the lines of convergence 
is 1. This is of course an obvious consequence of the fact that 2 5i~i"* is 
convergent for aU positive values of 8. 

I t is not difficult to construct examples to show that every logically 
possible disposition of the lines of convergence and absolute convergence, 
consistent with Theorem 9, may actually occur. We content ourselves with 
mentioning the series 

S ^ " ( l o g » ) - » , 

which is convergent for all values of s, but never absolutely convergent. 

8. I t win be well at this point to call attention to the essential 
difference which distinguishes the general theory of Dirichlet's series 
fi-om the simpler theory of power series, and lies at the root of the 
particular difficulties of the former. The region of convergence of a 
power series is determined in the simplest possible manner by the 
disposition of the singular points of the function which it represents : 
the circle of convergence extends up to the nearest singular point. As 
we shall see, no such simple relation holds in the general case; a 
Dirichlet's series convergent in a portion of the plane only may 
represent a function regular all over the plane, or in a wider region of 

• If « ">2 for n^Mj, as we can obviously suppose. 
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^A'^HX"^^^ '̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ®̂ ^^° ^^* it roughly) that many of the peculiar 
difficulties which attend the study of power series on the circle of 
convergence are extended, in the case of Dirichlet's series, to wide 
regions of the plane or even to the whole of it. 

There is however one important case in whioh the line of con
vergence necessarily contains at least one singularity. 

THEOREM 10. If all the coefficients of the series are positive or 
zero, then the real point of the line oj convergence is a singular point of 
the function represented by the series*. 

We may suppose that o-o = a = 0. Then, if s = 0 is a regular point, 
the Taylor's series for f{s), at the point s = 1, has a radius of con
vergence greater than 1. Hence we can find a negative value of s 
for which 

f{s)= S ^ ^ " / " " ( D - S ^ - i ^ " S «,X/e-^n. 
v=o " •' v=o y! «=i 

But every term in this repeated series is positive. Hence t the 
order of summation may be inverted, and we obtain 

f{s)= 2 a^e-^ % i L ^ L ^ L = 2 a,e-^-\ 
n=l i'=0 " ! n= l 

Thus the series is convergent for some negative values of s, which 
contradicts our hypotheses. 

In the general case all conceivable hypotheses may actually he 
realised. Thus the series 

l-«_2-»-i-3-' '-.. . , 
which converges for n- > o, represents the function 

(l-2^-»)f(s),J _ 
which is regular all over the plane. The series 

2 2 ^ ' 
has the imaginary axis as a line of essential singularities §. 

* This theorem was proved first for power series by Vivanti, l , and 
Pringsheim, 1. It was extended to the general case by Landau, 1, and H., p . 880. 
Further interesting generalisations have been made by Pekete, 1, 2 . 

t Bromwich, Infinite series, p . 78. 
t For the theory of the famous f-function of Eiemann, we must refer to 

Landau's Handbuch and the Cambridge Tract by Messrs Bohr and Littlewood which 
we hope, is to follow this. 

§ Landau, 2 . General classes of such series -have been defined by Knopp 
4 . Sohnee, 1, 3 , and Knopp, 1, 3 , S, have also given a number of interesting 
theorems relating to the behaviour of f(s) as s approaches a singular point on the 
line of convergence, the coefficients of the series being supposed to obey certain 
asymptotic laws. These theorems constitute a generalisation of the work of 
AppeU, Ces4ro, Lasker, Pringsheim and others on power series. 
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9. Representation of a Dirichlet's series as a definite integral. 
We may mention here the following theorem, which is interesting in itself 
and useful in the study of particular series. We shall not use it in this 
tract, and therefore do not include a proof. 

THEOKBM 11. ie</i„ = logX„. Tlien 

^a.^e-'^' = ~ rx'--^{-Za^e-''-"'')dx 
'• \^) J 0 

if <r>0 and the series on, the left-hand side is convergent*. 
We have, for example, 

f(s) = 2«-' ' = — ^ ^ ^ ( f ^ , (l-2i-' ')f(«) = 2 ( - l ) ' - % - ' ' = - - ^ J -^ri-rdx. 
^^' T{s)joe'>-l '^ '^^' ^ ' r(s)Joe»^ + l-

Here o- > 1 in the first formula, and o->0 in the second; and f (s) is the 
Eiemann f-function. 

Ill 

THE FOKMULA FOE THE SUM OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF A 

DIEICHLET'S SEEIES : THE OEDEE OF THE FUNCTION 

EEPEESENTED BY THE SEEIES 

1. We shall now prove a theorem which is of fundamental 
importance for the later developments of the theory. 

THEOREM 121. Suppose Xj S 0 and the series convergent m- finitely 
oscillating for s = j8. Then 

%a,e-'^''' = o\t\ 
1 

umifm-mly for o- ^p + i>(3 and all values of n ; that is to say, given 
any positive numbers 8, e, we can find to so that 

* 1 

far o- S yS -I- e, \t\^to, and all values of n. In particular we have, 
fm- « = oo, 

f{s)=o\t\ 

uniformly for (r ^ ^ + e. 

* See Cahen, 1 ; Perron, 1 ; Hardy, 5 ; the last two authors give rigorous 
proofs. 

f Landau, H., p. 821. 



•^^ PERRON'S FORMULA 

We may take /3 = 0 without loss of generality. Then 

\a^\<^K, \A{iL,v)\<,K 
for all values of ft. and v. Also, if 1 < iV < m, we have 

2 a,e-^^'= i\,e-^^' +^^ A (N, v) A e'^^' + A {R, n) e"^"' 

= Si + Sti + Ss, 

say; and since | e~ "̂* ] < 1 if o- > e, we have 

\S,\<KN, \S,\<K, S, + S,= 0{N). 
We have moreover, by Lemma 2 of II, § 1, 

IS, I <..r^'VA^-^-"^ < E /(l + ^^ e-^^\ 

^a.e-^''=0(W) + Oite-^'") 
1 

if 1 < iV < m. On the other hand it is evident that 

2a.6"^"' ' '=0(i7) 

if iVS n. Ii now we suppose that iV is a function of | # | which tends 
to infinity more slowly than | # |, we see that in any case 

^a^e''''''=o\t\. 
1 

2. We now apply Theorem 12 to prove an important theorem 
first rigorously and generally established by Perron*. 

THEOREM 13. ff the series is convergent for s = /3 + ŷ, and 
oO, c> P, X,j<o)<X„+i, 

then 
•iirljc-ioo -^ ^ ' S 1 

the path of integration being the line (T = C. At a point of discontinuity 
u) = X„, the integral has a value half-way between its limits on either 
side, hut in this case the integral must be regarded as being defined by 
its principal value f. 

* Perron, 1. See also Cahen, 1 ; Hadamard, 1 (where a rigorous proof is 
given for series which possess a half-plane of absolute convergence); Landau H. 
pp. 820 et seq. 

•f The principal value is the limit, if it exists, of 
a+iT 

if-i /(sl^""'-", 
• ds 

s 

which may exist when the integral, as ordinarily defined, does not. 
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This theorem depends upon the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3. If x is real, we have 
.. , = 1 («> 0), 

1 f+*" ^ds . ) _(' 
^""'J'-^- ' = 0 (^<0), 

it being understood that in the second case the principal value of the 
integral is taken,. 

We may leave the verification of this result as an exercise to the 
reader *-

Let X„<o)<X„+i and 

a(s) = e " J / ( s ) - 2 a ^ e - ^ ' ' 4 = 2 a.e"*''-'-"'' 
l 1 J m-H 

1 

where 6„ = «„+„,/t„ = X,i+„ — ft), so that |tii>0. It is clear from the 
lemma that what we have to show is that 

i •e+ioo /Jo 

^ ( ^ ) T = O (D-s 

Applying Cauch/s theorem to the rectangle whose vertices are 

c-iT, c + iT^, y + iT, y-iT, 

where T and T2 are positive, and y>c, we obtain 

r"^.(.)^=r"%(«)-- r ^ ( « ) - ^ r"^ (̂̂ )?-
Keeping 71 and T^ fixed, we make y tend to infinity. By Theorem 2, 
the upper limit of \g(s)\ in the last integral remains, throughout this 
process, less than a number independent of y. Hence the last integral 
tends to zero, and 

9'(s)—= 5 ' ( S ) T ~ .^ 9W— (ij, 

if the two integrals on the right-hand side are convergent. Now, if 
we write 

g(s) = e-'^'h(s), 

* The easiest method of verification is by means of Cauohy's Theorem. Full 
details will be found in Landau, H., pp. 342 et seq. 
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we^can, by Theorem 12, choose T so that |A(s)|<cr,for s = cr + JT,, 
cr>c,T2>T. Hence the second integral on the right-hand side of 
(2) is convergent, and 

Thus the integral in question tends to zero as Ta ^ «= • Similarly for 
the integral involving 7\. Hence (1) is established and the theorem 
is proved, except when w is equal to one of the X's. ' The reader wiH 
have no difficulty in supplying the modifications necessary in this 
case. 

3. The order o f / ( s ) for s=p and for s^fi. Theorem 12 
suggests the introduction of an idea which will be prominent in the 
rest of this tract. 

Suppose that / (s) is a function of s regular for o- > y. If /3 > y, and 
i is any real number, it may or may not be true that 

f(<r-,ti) = OQt\i) (1). 
when cr = /3 and | # | -^ oo. If this equation is true for a particular 
value of I, it is true for any greater value. It follows, by a classical 
argument, that there are three possibilities. The equation (1) may he 
true for all values of i, or for some but not all, or for none. In the 
second case there is a number /u. such that (1) is true for ^>/i and 
untrue for f < //.. In the first case we may agree to write conventionally 
/u. = — 00, and in the third case t̂ = GO . We thus obtain a function 
/A(O-) defined for o->y; and we call /* (y8) the order of f(s) for a- = ̂ . 
When it is not true that â (y8)= oo, we say that / ( s ) is of finite order 
for (r = /3. 

Again, the equation (1) may or may not hold uniformly for o- S i3. 
If we consider it from this point of view, and apply exactly the same 
arguments as before, we are led to define a function v (j8) which we 
call the order off{s)for n- S /3. Evidently v 5 /x. When it is not true 
that V (^) = 00, we say that / ( s ) is of finite order for a- S=/3. And if 
f(s) is of finite order for o-z,/3 + e, for every positive e, but not 
necessarily for a- £ /3, we shall say that it is of finite order for cr> B. 
Finally, the equation (1), without holding uniformly for o- S /? niay 
hold uniformly for ySj ^ o- ̂  yŜ . We are thus led to define the order of 
/ (s) for ^iSo-:£/?2. The reader will find no difliculty in framing a 
formal definition, or in giving precise interpretations of the phrases 
7 (s ) is of finite order for /S^^a^/Sof, 7(s) is of finite order for 
I3,«r<l3f. 
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4. Lindelof's Theorem. In order to establish the fundamental 
properties, of the function /i (o-) associated with a function/(s), defined 
initially by a Dirichlet's series, we shall require the following theorem, 
which is due to Lindelof, and is one of a class of general theorems the 
first of which were discovered by Phragm^n *. 

THEOREM 14. If (i) f{s) is regular and of finite order for 
A£<r^A, (ii) /(s) = O(U|*0>-(r = ^ j , (iii) f{s) = Oi\t\''^for 
o' = li-2, then 

/ (s ) = 0(|^|«<^)), 

uniformly for ft^o-^/Ja, k(x) being the linear function of x which 
assumes the values &i, ks for « = ft, /B^. 

The,, special case in which 1̂ = ̂ 2 = 0 is of particular interest; we 
have then the result that if f{s) is of finite m'de/r for ySi^o-^/Sj, 
and bounded on the lines o- = /3i and a- = p^,, then it is bounded in the 
whole strip between them. 

In proving this theorem we may evidently confine our attention to 
positive values of t. 

First, suppose ^i as well as h^. to be zero, so that k (x) is identically 
zero and /(s) = 0 (1) for o- = ySj and o- = /Sj. Let M be the upper bound 
of the values of \f\ on these two lines and the segment (/8i, /Sg) of the 
real axis. Also let • 

g(s)^e''''f(s) (€>0). 
Then \gis)\ = e-'i\f(s)\^\f(s)\, 

so that g(s) = 0 (1) for o- = /8i and o- = ySg. Also, a s / i s of finite order, 
g~^0 a,st^-'x>, uniformly for /3i ̂  o- g yŜ . Hence, when e is given, we 
can determine ô so that \g\<M fox jS-^^a-^p^, t>to. It follows that 
any point whose abscissa lies between j8i and p^ can be surrounded by a 
contour at each point of which \g\< M, the contour being a rectangle 
formed by the lines (r = Pi, <y = P2, the real axis, and a parallel to it at a 
sufficiently great distance from the origin. Hence, by a weU-known 
theorem, \g\<M&t the point itself, and so 

\fis)\<Me'*. 

This is true for all positive values of «, and therefore \f\^M. 
Thus the theorem is proved. It should be observed that, if we had 

* Lindelof, 1. See also Phragm^n, 1; Phragm^n and Lindelof, 1; Landau, 
S; PP- 8^9 et seq. 
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used the factor e=«' instead of e=«_ ̂ g could have proved a little more, 
VIZ. that if |/(s) I is less than ilf for o- = ft and o- = ft, it is less than 
ilf for ft g o- g ft. We leave the formal proof of this as an exercise. 
for the reader. 

Next, suppose h {x) not identically zero, and consider the function* 

h (s) = (- si) '= W = e* W loe (-'*), 

where the logarithm has its principal value. This function is regular 
in the region ft S org ft, iS^l , ! and, within this region, may be 
expressed in the form 

g [k ((T)-1-C«) {log !!4- 0 (1/0} 

where c is a real constant. Thus 

|A(s)|=i'fcWeO(i), 

so that the ratio of |A(s)| to #*'"•' remains throughout the region 
between fixed positive limits. Hence the function 

F{s)=f{s)lh{s) 

satisfies the conditions which we supposed before to be satisfied by 
f{s). Thus 

F{s) = 0{l), /(s)-0{*'^W}, 
uniformly throughout the region; and the theorem is completely 
proved. 

5. Properties of the function fx (o-) associated -with a 
Dirichlet's series -which has a domain of absolute con
vergence. We shall now apply Lindelof's Theorem to estabhsh the 
fundamental properties of the function /* (o-), when f{s) is defined by a 
Dirichlet's series. In order to obtain simple and definite results, we 
shall limit ourselves to the case in which there is a domain of absolute 
convergence. 

THEOREM 15. Suppose that the series Sa^e"^"* is absolutely 
convergent for a>'ff, and that the function f{s), defined by the series 
when o- > 5=, is regular and of finite order for <T>y, where y<<r. Then 
the function /*(»-), defined for o->y, has the following properties. 
Either it is always zero; or it is zero for <r 2 yo, where y < yo S o= while 

* This auxiliary function (introduced by Landau, 9) is a little simpler than 
that used by Lindelof. 

t We suppose i £ l instead of, as before, «>0, to avoid the singularity of his) 
for s = 0 even when ftfiOi^a • In proving the theorem it is evidently only necessary 
to consider values of t greater than some fixed value. 
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for y<a-<yo it is a positive, decreasing, convex*, and continuous 
function of a-. Further, v (o-) is identical with /J, (o-). f 

Suppose that /A = /x.i for o- = ft > y, and /A = /̂ a for o- = ft > ft. Then 
/(ft^-^^•) = 0(|#h.+^.X fW. + ti) = Ol\t\>^^+''), 

where tj, ta are any positive numbers. Applying Lindelof's Theorem 
we obtain at once 

/̂  = ftrft('^^ + 0̂ + -̂—g;(/̂ . + .̂), 
or, as €i and e^ are arbitrarily small, 

^ (ft-o-)/Ai + (o--f t )^ , 
•(1), 

A-ft 
for ft ^ o- ^ ft. This relation expresses the fundamental property of 
the function /:*. 

A similar argument shows that, if /u, = — oo for any o-, the same 
must be true for every a-. We shall see in a moment that this 
possibility may, in the present case, be ignored. 

It is clear that /* S 0 for n- > 5=; for if /8 > 5= then 

| / ( s ) | < 2 | « „ | e - ^ ' ^ 
for cr £ ft But it is easy to see also that /x S 0 for sufficiently large 
values of o-. For, if a,̂  is the first coefficient in the series which does 
not vanish, we may write/(s) in the form 

t > m 

The series here written is absolutely and uniformly convergent for 
cr > o=, and so tends uniformly to zero as a-^-co. Hence we can so 
choose 0) that 

f{s)=a„,e-^^'(l+p), 

* We say that/( .r) is convex if it satisfies the inequality 
f{ex + {l-B)y}^-ef{x) + (l-e)f(y) 

for O g S g l . The theory of such functions has been investigated systematically by 
Jensen, 3 . If we put ^ = J we obtain the inequahty 

and Jensen has shown that, iif{x) is continuous, the more general inequality can 
be deduced from this. A continuous function is certainly convex if 

f(x+h)-2f(x)+f(x-h) 
7.3 

ft—»-0 « 

exists for all values of x and is never negative. See Harnack, 1, and Holder, l . 
t The results comprised in Theorem 15 are in the main due to Bohr, 5. 

H. & E. 2 
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where | p | < J for o-> a,. Thus | / | has a positive lower bound when 
o- has a fixed value greater than o) and | ^ | ̂  oo ; and so ^ S 0, and 
therefore ;"• = 0, for o- > u. 

We can now show that [i can never be negative. For if /A were ever 
negative we could suppose, in (1), that /xj < 0, while ft and o- are both 
greater than to, so that ,̂ 2 = 0, /x = 0. This obviously involves a con
tradiction. We thus see that ju. = 0 for o- > o=. 

Again, if in (1) we suppose ^i > 0, and P^ > "", so that /% = 0, we see 
that /x < /xi if o- > /?!. Thus /x, in so far as it is not zero, is a decreasing 
function of o-, in the stricter sense which forbids equality of values. 

The only property of /«. (o-) which remains to be established is its 

continuity. If ft is a particular value of o-, the numbers 

Ai ( f t -0 ) = /Xi', ^ ( f t )= /* i , /x (ft-1-0) =/x/' 

aU exist (since /<• is monotonic) and jixj' = 1^.= /*i"- But since /x is 

convex, we have the inequalities 

/ x ( f t - S ) S / x ( f t - 2 8 ) - ^ ( f t - 8 ) + ;a(ft), 

^(A)- /^(A + 8)^M(/3i-8)-/^(A), 
where 8 is positive. Making S - * 0 , we obtain from the first JH ^ih, 

and then from the second /x̂  £ /x/'. I t follows that ju/ = /xi = /x/', so that 

/u. is continuous. 
Finally, in order to establish the equivalence of the functions /x and 

V, it is only necessary to apply Theorem 14 to a strip whose right-hand 
edge lies in the domain of absolute convergence, and to take account 
of the uniformity asserted by the theorem. This we may leave to the 
reader. 

We may remark that it follows from Theorem 12 that /x = l for 
(T > o-o, where o-,, is the abscissa of convergence. 

6. The actual determination of the function ij.{cr) associated with a giveu 
Dirichlet's series is in general a problem of extreme diflSculty Consider for 
example the series 

l - s _ 2 - s + 3 - s_ . . .= ( i_2 i -» ) f (s). 
The series is convergent for o->0, and absolutely convergent for cr>l ; the 
function is regular all over the plane. Obviously ;x (tr) = 0 for o-> 1 while it 
may easily be shown, by means of Eiemann's functional equation for the 
f-function, that fi(o-)=i-(r for o-gO. All that is known about /̂ (o-) for 
0^0-^1 is that its graph does not rise above the line joining the points 
(0, i) and (1, 0)*. It has however been proved by Littlewoodt that, if it be 
true that all the complex roots of f (s) have the real part J, then 

^(o-) = l - < r (<r<|), ,i(<r) = 0 (<r>^). 

» Lindelof, 1 ; Landau, B., p. 868. f Littlewood, a. 
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7. Let us consider now a Dirichlet's series with distinct lines of con
vergence and absolute convergence. To fix our ideas let us suppose <TQ=0, 
ff=l, and the function regular and of finite order for some negative values 
of (T. Then /i = 0 for cr = l, and /xgl for o- = 0. It follows at once, from the 
convexity of n, that / i g l - o - for Ogo-Sl. It will be proved later on* that 
fi>0 for o-<0. Thus the final range of invariability of fi, which cannot begin 
later than o- = l, cannot begin earlier than o- = 0. Bohrt has constructed 
examples which show that the two extreme oases thus indicated can actually 
occur. He has shown that it is possible to find two ordinary Dirichlet's series 
for each of which o-o=0, o==l, while for one series /i=0 for a->0 and for the 
other /x = l - 0- for O<ro-<1. He has also shownf that it is possible for two 
ordinary Dirichlet's series to have the same /i-function but different regions of 
convergence, and so that it is futile to attempt to define the region of con
vergence of a Dirichlet's series in terms merely of the associated /x-function. 

So far we have assumed the existence of a domain of absolute convergence. 
Some of our arguments remain valid in the general case, but it is no longer 
possible to obtain such simple and satisfactory results. We shall content 
ourselves, therefore, with mentioning one further interesting result of Bohr. 
Suppose that the indices X,j are linearly indepeyident §, that is to say that there 
are no relations of the type 

where the ^s are integers, not all zero, holding between them. Then Bohrj] 
has shown that, if/(s) is regular and hounded for o->;8, the series is absolutely 
convergent for o->/3. Thus if there is no region of absolute convergence, the 
function cannot be bounded in any half-plane. He has also shown by an 
example that this conclusion is no longer necessarily correct when the restric
tion of the linear independence of the X's is removed. 

IV 

THE SUMMATION OF SEEIES BY TYPICAL MEANS 

1. So far we have considered only convergent Dirichlet's series. 
We have seen that such a series defines an analytical function which 
may or may not exist outside of the domain of convergence of the series. 

* See VII, § 10, Theorem 60. t Bohr, 6, pp. 30 et seq. 
X I.e. supra p. 36. 
§ This is in a sense the general case. The condition is satisfied, for example, 

when X„=logi)„, where p,^ is the «-th prime, but not when X„=« or X„=logn. 
The result of course still holds when 'K,^=n. 

II Bohr, 7. 
2—2 
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In the modern developments of the theory of power series a 
great part has been played by a variety of methods of summation of 
osciUatmg series, which we associate with the names of Frobenius, 
Holder, Oes^ro, Borel, Lindelof, Mittag-LefiSer, and Le Roy*. Of these 
definitions the simplest and the most natural is that which defines the 
sum of an oscillating series as the limit of the arithmetic mean of its 
first n partial sums. This definition was generalised in two different 
ways by Holder and by Ces^ro, who thus arrived at two systems of 
definitions the complete equivailence of which has been established only 
recently by Knopp, Schnee, Ford, and Schurf. 

The range of application of Ceskro's methods is limited in a way 
which forbids their application to the problem of the analytical con
tinuation of the function represented by a Taylor's series. A power 
series, outside its circle of convergence, diverges too crudely for the 
application of such methods: more powerful, though less delicate, 
methods, such as Borel's | , are required. But Ces^ro's methods have 
proved of the highest value in the study of power series on the circle 
of convergence and the closely connected problems of the theory of 
Fourier's series §. And it is natural to suppose that in the theory of 
Dirichlet's series, where we are dealing with series whose convergence 
or divergence is of a much more delicate character than is, in general, 
that of a power series, they will find a wider field of application. 

The first such applications were made independently by Bohr and 
Bieszll, who showed that the arithmetic means formed in Ceskro's 
manner from an ordinary Dirichlet's series may have domains of 
convergence more extensive than that of the series itself U. But it 
appeared from the investigations of Riesz that these arithmetic means 

* For a general account of some of these methods and the relations between 
them, see Borel, Legons sur les series divergentes, Ch. 3 ; Bromwich, Infinite series, 
Ch. 11 ; Hardy and Chapman, 1 ; Hardy and Littlewood, 1, 2 . 

t Knopp, 1 ; Sohnee, 2 ; Ford, X ; Schur, l . See also Bromwich, x ; Faber, 1 ; 
Landau, 13 ; Knopp, 7. 

J Cf. Hardy and Littlewood, 1. 
§ We need only mention Fej&'s well-known theorem (Fej^r, I) and its 

generalisations by Lebesgue, 1 ; Riesz, 3 ; Chapman, I , 2 ; Young, 1, 2 ; Hardy 
and Littlewood, 3 ; and Hardy, 9. We should say here that when referring to 
MarQel Eiesz we write simply ' Eiesz '-

II Bohr, 1, 2, 5, 6 ; Eiesz, 1, 2, 3 , 4 . 
II Thus, as was shown in a very simple manner by Bohr, 5, the series 

2( - l )»- i ra-» 
is summable by Cesaro's k-th mean if cr> - It. In so far as real values of s are 
concerned, this had already been proved by Ces^ro, in a somewhat less elementary 
way (see Bromwich, Infinite series, p. 317). The general result foUows from this 
and Theorem 29 below. 
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are.not so well adapted to the study of the series as certain other 
means formed in a somewhat different manner. These 'logarithmic 
means' *, as well as the arithmetic means, have generahsations 
especially adapted to the study of the general series Sa„e~'^''l We 
shall begin by giving the formal definitions of these means t ; we shall 
then indicate shortly how they form a natural generalisation of 
Cesaro's. 

2. Definitions. We suppose K S 0, and we write 

e =1-11, a„e =anln =c„> 
CA(r)= S c,„ C,(t)= S c,. 

X„<T l^<t 

Thus C>,{T) = C, + C2+...+C,^ {K<r^K.^i}. 

If K = n, GX{T) is identical with the function G{T) defined in I,, § 2, 
except when T is an integer n, when the two functions differ by c„. \ 

Further, we shall write 

Cl (o)) = 2 ..(a, - X,,Y C^ = Kf" CK (T),(«. -T)'-'^dr, 
X„,<io •'0 

where « is any positive number, integral or not§. We leave it to the 

reader to veriiy the equivalence of the two expressions of Gl (m). In a 

precisely similar way we define G" (w) : thus 

C;(w) = 2 (w-l„yc^ = K TGI(t){w-tf-'^ dt.II 
l„-<w J'^ 

We shall call the functions 

Cl{<Ji)lw'', Gl{w)/w', 

introduced by Riesz, the typical means (moyennes typiques^) of order K, 

Eiesz, 2. 
t Eiesz, 3 . The definitions of this note, which are those which we adopt as 

final, differ from those of the earlier note. 
t If X {x) is an increasing function of x, whioh assumes the value X,, for x=n, 

then C;̂ (X), regarded as a function of x, is, except for integral values of x, the same 
function as C {x). 

§ The theory of non-integral orders of summation by means of Cesaro's type 
has been developed by Knopp, 1, 2, and by Chapman, 1. These writers consider 
also negative orders of summation (greater than - 1 ) : but we shall not be eonoerned 
with such negative orders here. It should be observed that C" (w) = 0 if M ^ X I . 

II We have C;(i) = 0 if tSl^; and li = e ' ^ 1 . Thus we may take 1 as the lower 
limit. And C^ (w) = 0 if ic < Zj. 

U Eiesz, 3 . The type is the type of the associated Dirichlet's series (I, § 1). 
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OJ the first and the second kind, associated with the series 2a„6~'^''*-
It should be observed that, so long as we are thinking merely of the 
problem of summing a numerical series Sc„, the word 'typical' is 
devoid of significance; it only acquires a significance when we are 
summing a Dirichlet's series of a special type by means specially 
defined with reference to that type. We shall frequently omit the 
suffixes A., I, when no ambiguity can arise from so doing. The reader 
must however bear in mind the distinction already referred to between 
the function G{T) thus defined and the function C(T) of Section I. 

If io'" Gl{o^)-^G 

as ft) -^ CO, we shall say that the series "SiC^ is summable (A, K) to sum C*. 
Tf the typical mean oscillates finitely as ft) -^ oo, we shall say that the 
series is finite (X, K). Similarly we define summability and finitude 
( / , K) . 

We add a few remarke t to show the genesis of these definitions. If X„=», 
the typical mean of the first kind is 

0,-" 2 (a>-nf €,,=<«,-'' [ C{T){O„-TY-'^ dr. 

If in particular K = 1, and a> is an integer, we obtain 

- 2 {a)-n)e„ = 

(where CK=0I- |-C2-1- ... -)- d ) , which is practically Ceskro's first mean. If K is 
an integer greater than unity, we have 

Ko)-" rC{T){«>-TT-'^dT = Kl(o-''f I dTYc(r).t 

Now Cesaro's K-th mean is 

where G^ is the K-th repeated sum formed from the numbers C„, and it is 
plain that, as soon as we replace On by a function C(T) of a continuous variable 
T, we are naturally led to the definitions adopted here. And it is then also 
natural to abandon the restriction that K is an integer. The integrals to 
which we are thus led are of course of the type employed by Liouville and 
Eiemann in their theories of non-integral orders of differentiation and 
integration §. 

* This is substantially the notation introduced by Hardy, 4 . Hardy writes 
'summable {B, X, K) '—i.e. summable by Eiesz's means of type X and order K. 

f Compare Hardy, 6. 
t See, e.g., Jordan, Cours d'analyse, Vol. 3, p. 59. 
§ LiouviUe, l , 2 ; Eiemann, 1. See also Borel, Legons sur les series a termes 

positifs, pp. 74 et seq. 
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I t has in fact been shown by Eiesz* tha t these definitions are completely 
equivalent to Ceskro's, and to the generalisations of Ceskro's considered by 
Knopp and Chapman •!•. I t is this whioh justifies our calling the typical 
means of the first kind, when X„=m, arithmetic means. In this case the means 
of the second kind are not of any interest \. 

So much for the case when \^—n. If in the general definition we pu t 
K = l, ci)=X„, we obtain 

(/ilCi-h/i2C2-t-----fMK-l C'n-l)Al.l 
where ^^=X^^j —X .̂ This is the natural generalisation of Cesaro's first mean 

which suggests itself when we t ry to attach varying weights to the successive 

partial sums C . 

When X„=logm, the series 2a„e~'^"* is an ordinary Dirichlet's series. 
The means of the first kind are then what Eiesz has called logarithmic means §, 
and it is the means of the second kind that are arithmetic means. From the 
theoretical standpoint, the former are in general better adapted to the study 
of ordinary Dirichlet's series||. On the other hand, arithmetic means are 
simpler in form and often easier to work with. Hence it is convenient and 
indeed necessary to take account of both kinds of means ; and the same is 
true, of course, in the general theory, 

3. Summable Integrals. I t is easy to frame corresponding definitions 
for integrals. We suppose tha t X {x) is a positive and continuous function of 
X, which tends steadily to infinity with x, and that X (0)=0, and write 

Cx(x)= I o{u)du= I c On) dti, 
J k(u)<X J 0 

where X is the function inverse to X. Further we write 

CX(<B) = K j GK{x){<i,-xf-''dx. 
Jo 

Then if <^ 01 (tt>) ^ C, 

(B ^ - CO, loe shall say that the integral 

0 (x) dx i: _' 0 
is summable (X, K) to sum G. 

This definition may be applied to the theory of integrals of the type 

/ : 
a{x)e-^^'^''^dx 

0 

* Eiesz, 4 . 
t Knopp, 1, 2 ; Chapman, 1. % See § 4 (B). 
§ Eiesz, 2 . 
II It may also be observed that the form of the arithmetic means whioh we have 

adopted is better adapted for this purpose than that of Cesftro. Thus, for example, 
Sohnee (7, pp. 393 et seq.), working with Cesaro's means, was able to avoid 
an unnecessary restriction only by using the result of Eiesz cited above as to the 
equivalence of Cesaro's means and our ' arithmetic ' means. See p. 56, footnote (*). 
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in the same way tha t the definitions of § 2 may be applied to the theory of 
Dirichlet's series*. 

Most of the theorems which we shall prove for series have their analogues 
for integrals. When this is so, the proofs are in general easier for integrals 
than for series, and we have not thought it worth while to give the details of 
any of them. We have not even stated the theorems themselves explicitly, 
except one theorem (V, § 3) of whioh we shall make several applications. 

4. In this jjaragraph we shall state, without detailed proofs, a number of 
special results whioh may be regarded as exercises for the reader. Some of 
them are in reality special cases of general theorems which we shall give later 
on. They are inserted here, partly because they are interesting in themselves, 
and partly in order to familiarise the reader with our notation and to give 
h im a general idea of the range of our definitions. 

: (1) If 2a„ is convergent and has the sum A, then 

se-'>'^{A^{u)-A}du 

for all values of s for which the series is convergent. If in addition a->0, then 

2a„«~^«*= I se-'^Aj^{ii)du, 

These formulae are simple examples of a mode of representation of Dirichlet's 
series by integrals which we shall often have occasion to use. 

(2) Every convergent series is summable ; more generally, the limits of 
oscillation of the typical means associated with a series are at most as wide 
as those of the series itself. When the series is given, it is possible to choose 
a sequence (X„) in such a way that the series shall be summable (X, 1) and 
have as its sum any number which does not lie outside its limits of oscillation. 

(3) When X„=e'', a series is summable (X, K) if and only if it is convergent. 
I t follows from Theorem 21 below that this is true whenever X„^.i/X„g/i:>l 
for all values of n. 

(4) The series 1 - » - 2 - S H - 3 - « - . . . 

is summable (n, K) if and only if K > — o-. In other words, it is summable by 
Ceskro's K-th mean if and only if <> —a-. For references to proofs of this 
proposition, when K is an integer, see the footnote (IT) to p. 20. The general 
result is distinctly more difficult to prove ; a direct proof has been given by . 
Chapman, and another indicated by Hardy and Chapman t . 

* The integral may obviously be reduced, by the substitution X (x)=^, to one in 

. which the exponential factor has the simpler form e~ . There is no such funda
mental distinction of integrals into types as there is with series. But an integral 
may be summable (X, K) for one form of X and not for another. 

f Chapman, 1 ; Hardy and Chapman, X. 
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Exactly the same result holds for the more general series* 2e°''"''^n~^ 
(provided a is not a multiple of 2jr) and for the integral t 

/ : 
e'^x'^dx. 

0 

(5) The series Se^w^M-s (p<a<\, A^Q) 

is summable (n, K) if (K-fl)a- t-o->l .J 

(6) The series 2 7 i - i - ' ' (i!=l=0) 

is not summable (n, K) for any value of K, but is summable (logra, K) for any 
positive K however small §. The series 

2re~^(logM)-i-" 

is not summable (logm, K) for any value of ^, but is summable (log log », K) 
for any positive K however small | | ; and so on generally. 

(7) The series 2c„ is summable (log n, 1) to sum G if and only if 

(Ci+l C2+...-^lGn)/logn^C.^ 

(8) If 2a„ is summable (X, K) to sum A, and 2 6„ is summable (X, K) to 
sum B, then 2(pa„-f yS^) is summable (X, K) to sum pA-{-qB. 

(9) If 2a„e ~ ^^ is summable (X, K) to sum / ( s ) , then 

^m +1 ^ ^ "'m -¥2^ T^. . . 

is summable (/x, K), where /i„=X„n.„, to sum 

/ ( s ) - a i e - ' ^ i ^ - . . . - a ! ™ e " ' ^ » * . 

(10) If 2a„e" '^»* is summable (X, K) to sum / ( s ) , then 2a„e~<^ ' '~^J* 

is summable (ju, K), where / i„=X„-Xi , to sum e i*/(s) . 

The last two examples will be used later (VII, § 2). The first is a 
corollary of (8). The second follows from the identity 

-(:-^y 
* Chapman, 1. t Hardy, 6. 
X Hardy, 6 (where A is taken to be 1). This paper contains a number of 

general theorems concerning the relations, from the point of view of convergence 
and summability, between the series 2 / (n) and the integral \f(x) dx. 

§ Eiesz, 1. See also Hardy, 4 , and Theorems 19, 42, and 47. 
II Hardy, 4 , IT Eiesz, 2 . 
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(11) The summability of the series 

Cl-!-C2-i-C3-(-... 

does not, in general, involve that of the series 
C2 + Cs + Ci-{-...; 

nor is the converse j)roposition true. It may even happen that both series 
are summable and their sums do not differ by Cj. Both propositions are true, 
however, if the increase of X„ is sufiioiently regular, and in particular if X^ '^^ 
a logarithmico-exponential function*, i.e. a function defined by any finite 
combination of logarithms and exponentials. 

V 

GENEEAL AEITHMETIC THEOEEMS CONCEENING 

TYPICAL MEANS 

1. The general theorems which we shaU prove concerning the 
summation of series by typical means may be divided roughly into two 
classes. There are, in the first place, theorems the validity of which 
does not depend upon any hypothesis that the series considered are 
Dirichlet's series of any special type. Such theorems we may call 
' arithmetic'. There are other theorems in which such a hypothesis is 
essential. Thus Theorem 23 of Section VI depends upon the fact that 
we are applying methods of summation of type X to a series of the same 
tjrpe. Such a theorem we may describe as ' t3rpical' t . 

The theorems of this section are all 'ari thmetic ' , those of the 
following sections mainly (though not entirely) ' typical ' . 

2. F ive lemmas. We shall now give five lemmas which wiU 
be useful in the sequel. 

LEMMA 4. ff4> is a positive function of x suck that 

r 
I cj> dx 

is divergent, andf- o (^), then 
I .fdx = o (I <j>dx\. 

The proof may be left to the reader. 

* Hardy, Orders of infinity, p. 17. 
t We make this distinction merely for the sake of convenience in exposition and 

lay no stress upon it. 
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LEMMA 5. Let <̂  («), ^ (x) be continuous functions of x such that 

<t> (x) ~ Ax", <A («)oo..8«^ (a S 0, (3^0) 
as x^- <K. Then 

^(x) = [4>it)H^-t)dt^AB'^^0^^x"-^-\* 

We can write 
cj^(t)=At'' + ^„ <p{t) = Bt^ + xp„ 

where </'i = o(0> ^i = o(t^). 
If we substitute these forms of <̂  and ip in x, 'we obtain a sum of four 
integrals, the first of which gives us 

It remains to prove that the other three integrals are of the form 

o{x''+^+\ 

Let us take, for example, the integral 

A t''xl;,{x-t)dt = A / {x-tf^^{t)dt. 
Jo Jo 

Given e, we can choose ^ so that 

\^^{t)\<et^ (ist^x). 

Between 0 and | , |i/'i(*) I is less than a number ]il{^) which depends 
only on'^. Hence our integral is in absolute value less than 

\A\Lr{x-t)''t^dt + iM{i)x''j, 

and is therefore of the form o{x'^'^^'^^). The other integrals may be 
proved similarly to be also of this form, and thus the proof of the 
lemma is completed. 

LEMMA 6. i / x > 0, /t > 0, then 

And if K>Q, IJ-<1, I^-SK, then 

^ ^ r (K-t-1) r (1 -/x) ./o du ' 
* Chapman, X. The result is true for a > - 1, ;8> - 1 : we state it in the form 

in which we shall use it. By ^ {x)~Ax'^ we mean that ij>\x'-^A as a;-»-co. 
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To prove the first formula, we substitute for C" (u) its expression 
as a definite integral*. We thus obtain 

j^ G' (u) (<^-uf-^du = K JJ (<o-«)^-l (i«£' C(r) iu-rf^'^ dr 

= K r C {r)dr r (u-r)"-'^ {o^-uf-^ du 

which is the formula required. The legitimacy of the inversion of 
the order of integration follows at once from classical theorems!. 

When fj.is a, positive integer, we have the simpler formula 

. C+f" (ft)) = (K -f 1) (K-i- 2)...(«-(- ,x) (r dry C" (T). 

To prove the second formula of the lemma, we observe that 

C"c-M(<„) = 1 d^,-.f,+i , . 

r(K-t-i)r(i-/x)<;?ft)Jo "^ >^ ' 
by the first formula. Integrating by parts, we find 

jy^^u)i.-ur^du^^J/-^J^^.-ur^du. 
Differentiating with respect to ft) J we obtain the second formula. 

LEMMA 7. If c„ is real, 0 ^ I ^ ft), and 0 < K ^ 1, then 

|^(4a.)| = L l^G{r){o^-Tf-'^dT S Max|C"'(r)|. 
I Jo 0£T£J 

The truth of the lemma is evident when K = 1, and we may 
therefore suppose K < 1. Substituting in the integral which defines 
g a, ft)) the expression of G (T) as an integral given by the second 
formula of Lemma 6, with /̂  = K, we obtain 

,̂  . Bin KIT f^ , sK-l J r dG" (u) . ,_,, , 
^(^, «)) = _ - j ^ (ft)-.) drj^^y(r-u) Uu 

fidG'iu),, , , . 
= io ^ e T - ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ W ' 

* It is also easy to prove the lemma by means of the expression of C* (u) in 
terms of Cj, Cg, .... 

t See, for example, de la Vall^e-Poussin, Cours d'analyse infinitesimale Vol. 2 
ed. 2, Ch. 2. ' • . 

± See the last footnote. 
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where h (u) = ?^5_!̂  I •(„ _ .r)*' ~ ^ (T - u)~ " dr 

= 1 I (o) — T) (T - M) OJT. 

Now if T has any fixed value between ^ and ft), and 0 ̂  M $ ,̂ then 
(T —««) increases with u. Hence h {u) is a positive decreasing function 
of u, always less than 1. Applying the second mean value theorem to 
the integral (1), we obtain 

g{^,^) = h{(i)G'{-n) (o^v^i), 
and this proves the result of the lemma*. In the same way we 
can prove 

LEMMA 8. If Cn is real, 0 ̂  I ^ ft), ;«• > 0, and 0 < « ^ 1, then 
V{K + IX. + \) 

i^G''{T){o>-rY-^dT ^ Max |C" '+ '^ (T) | 
Jo 0 £ T £ ^ 

f 
T{f.+ 1)T{K) 

We would recommend the reader to pay close attention to Lemmas 
7 and 8, and in particular" the former. We shall appeal to these 
lemmas repeatedly in what follows, the part which they play in the 
theory of integrals of the ' Liouvihe-Biemann' type being analogous to 
that played by the classical mean value theorems in the theory of 
ordinary differential coefficients. 

It should be observed that, in the proof of Lemma 7, no appeal is 
made to the particular structure of the function C(r): an analogous 
result holds for any function which possesses an absolutely convergent 
integral over any finite interval. Further, the result may be extended 
to apply to complex functions; but as we shall only make use of it 
when C(T) is real, we have given a proof which applies to this case only. 

3. First theorem of consistency. We can now prove 

THEOEEM 16. If the series S c„ is summable (X, K) to sum G, it is 

summable (X, K) to the same sum, for every K greater than K. 

Writing K' = K -i- /x, and applying Lemma 6, we obtain 

But G" {u)'-^ Gu". Hence the theorem foUows immediately from 
Lemma 5. In particular a convergent series is summable (X, K) for all 
positive values of K, 

* The argument is that used by Eiesz, 4 . 
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The following proposition, which we shall have occasion to use later on, 
is easily established by the same kind of argument: if 

e-^^A (<») = 0 ( 1 ) , 

then e-(P+^)'"il«'(a,)=o(i) 

for any positive 8 and any K' greater than K. 

I t is important to observe that the theorem of consistency holds also 
for integrals (IV, § 3). The proof is practically the same as for series. 

4. Second theorem of consistency. Theorem 16 states a 
relation between methods of summation of the same type X and of 
different orders K, K. There is a much deeper theorem which concerns 
methods of the same order but of different types. 

THEOREM 17. If the series Sc,i is summable {I, K), where ln = e ", 
then it is summable (X, K) to the same sum. 

The proof of this theorem is somewhat intricate, and we shall 
confine ourselves, for the sake of simplicity, to two cases, viz. (i) that 
in which K is integral, (ii) that in which 0 < K : < 1 . * These are the 
cases of greatest interest; and this course is one which we shall adopt 
in regard to a number of the theorems which follow. Further, it is 
easy to see that we may without loss of generality suppose G, the sum 
of the series, to be zero : this can always be secured by an alteration 
in the first term of the series. 

We are given that 

/ : 
Gi{t)(w-tr-^dt = o{w'') (1), 

and we have to prove that 

/ . 
G>.{r){c.-ry-^dT = o(o>'') (2). 

If we put to = log w, T.= log^, and observe that G\ (log t) = Gi{t), we 
see that (2) may be written in the form 

/ : G^it)(logw-logtr-^'^ =o{hgwr (3). 

* We shall indicate summarily (see § 7) the lines of the proof in the most 
general ease. 
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5. (a) Proof when K is an integer'. In this case 

We substitute this expression for Gi (t) in (3), and integrate K times 
by parts. We can then show that both the terms integrated out and 
the integral which remains are of the form required. 

. In the first place, aU the integrated terms vanish except one, 
which arises fr'om the last integration by parts and is a constant 
multiple of 

U) 
= ( - 1 ) " - ^ ( K - 1 ) ! M ; - C ? ( W ) = O(1). 

Thus we need only consider the residuary integral, which is a 
constant multiple of 

j;ont)(l-;)'('^^--';^*r\, (,). 

Now it is easily verified that 

g y ( l o g ^ ^ - i o g ^ ^ ^-^ 2H,.,.(log..)'• (logty ...(5), 

where IIr,a is a constant, and 
r + s^K-1 (6). 

But, using Lemma 4 and the inequality (6), we have 

(log wy 1 c? (t) (log ty t-"-' dt=(log wy /. (log tyo l^j dt 

= 0 (log w)''+'+^ = 0 (log wy. 

Hence the integral (4) is of the form required, and the theorem is 
proved when K is an integer. 

6. (b) Proof when 0 < /c < I. In this proof we shall suppose 
the c's real. There is plainly no loss of generality involved in this 
hypothesis, as we can consider the real and imaginary parts of 
the series separately. 

We have again to establish equation (3) of § 4. By Theorem 16, 
0^ (t) = 0 (t). Hence we can choose v so that 

\G]{t)\<et (t^v), 

and evidently we may suppose v>l. We then choose a value of w 
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greater than 3v, and denote by M the upper limit of G\ (t) in (1, v); 
and we write the integral (3) of § 4 in the form 

In the first place 

| / i | < i l i y ( l o g ^ ) =o(logw)« (1). 

Secondly,'integrating by parts, we obtain 

J2 = l (hgsr-^ G] ( i ^ . ) - l ( l o g ^ y " ' Cj (v) 

K-2 , K - l v 

.rc;«((.-i)(.o.|)-.(i..f)-}f. 
The first two terms are in absolute value less than a constant multiple 
of e, and the last than* 

Hence, for sufficiently large values of w, we have 

\J. 
2£ (log wf . .(2). 

Finally, by the second mean value theorem, 

3 fi ' --"-^ 

, K - 1 

(^ 

where \w ^^^w. Now it will easily be verified that the function 

^logw-logA"'-^ 
w -t J 

increases steadily from i = 1 to t = w, and that its limit when 
t-^w is w '". Hence, using the second mean value theorem 
again, we obtain 

i^-i=s('^^«f^)'"i/:«w(»-.)'-' dt 

i 3 w " f Gi{t){w-tY-'^ 
Jii 

dt 

* Here weluse the facts that 0 < 1 - K < 1 and that, as log3 > 1 

for v<t<^\m. 
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where ^iv^^i^^^w. But, by Lemma 7, 

\l. ^Gi{t)iw-tY-^dt - Max \Gni)\ 
J(, 

Hence, as C? (t) = o (f), we have 

/3 = o( l ) = o(logw)'' (3). 

From (1), (2), and (3) the result of the theorem follows. 

7. We have thus proved Theorem 17 when iv is an integer and 
when 0 < K < 1. If K is non-integral, but greater than 1, it is necessary 
to combine our two methods of demonstration. We write k = [K], and 
integrate the integral (3) of § 4 by parts until we have replaced Gi (t) 
by G^{t), which then plays in the proof the part played by Gi{t) 
in § 6. 

A particularly interesting special case of Theorem 17 is 

THEOREM 18. J[f a series is summable by arithmetic means, it is 
summable by logarithmic means of the same order*. 

That the converse is not true is shown by the first example 
of IV, § 4 (6). The examples there given suggest as a general 
conclusion that the efficacy of the method (X, K) increases as the rate of 
increase of the function X decreases. This general idea may be made 
more precise by the following theorem, which includes Theorem 17 as a 
special case, and may be established by reasoning of the same character. 

THEOREM 19. Let \i. be any logarithmico-exponsntial function 

of X, which tends to infinity with X, but more slovily tlian X. Then, if 
the series '%Cn is summable (X, K), it is summable (a, K)\. 

Thus, if we imagine X as running through the functions of the loga
rithmico-exponential scale of infinity, such as e", n, logm, log log »,...%, 
we obtain a sequence of systems of methods (X, K) of gradually 
increasing efficacy. 

8. THEOREM 20. If Xi>0, and 2c„ is summable (X, K), then 2o„X,j~'' is 
summable (I, K). 

This theorem is interesting, as a companion to Theorem 17. Its proof is 
very similar, though slightly more comphcated. We shall suppose as before 
that C=0. 

* This theorem was published without proof by Eiesz, 2 . 
t We can in reality say rather more, viz. that summability (X, K) implies sum

mability (jit, K) ii Ai=0 (X'̂ ), where A is any constant however large. A special case 
of this theorem has been proved by Berwald, 1. 

J The result of IV, § 4, (3) shows that it is useless to consider types higher 

than e". 

H. & B. 3 
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We are given that 

K | C\(T)(<a-T)''-^dT = o(»)'') (1); 
J X i 

and we have to show that 

KW "/ BT,{t){w-tf-^dt=Ke-'''' D),{r){e"-ey-^e''ch- ...(2) 
J h J \^ 

tends to a Hmit as a ^ cc. Here Di {t), DK (T) denote sum-functions formed 

from the series 2<4j where (^„=c„X„~''. I t wiU easily be verified tha t 

D.ir) = .r G.iu)^^^9^. 
J K U ^^ T 

We substitute this expression for D\ (r) in (2), and so obtain 

K2«-'"»f '°(e '»-eT-Vc?rf ' CA(M)-^-(-Ke-"' f V - e T ' ^ e ^ t 7 , ( r ) -
7 X, J kj u >• J A, r" 

(3). 
The first term, when we invert the order of integration, and perform the 
integration with respect to T, becomes 

KB-"" ["cA(M)(e'°-eY '̂ ™ 
J X, M«+l ' 

(as) We suppose first that K is an integer. We integrate K times by parts, 
as in the proof of Theorem 17. All the integrated terms vanish, so that we 
obtain 

I t wiU be easily verified that the differential coefScient may be expressed in 
the form 

(-l)''(K-t-l)(KH-2)...2Kir2''-le'«--|-2(?,.,,e'''"e(''-»'>«M-« (5), 
where (7̂  , is a constant, and 

K-r>l, « - K > l (6). 
If we substitute this expression in (4), and observe that 

u-'OUu) = o{u''-') = o{l), 

we find tha t the coefficient of G,.^ j is 

e ->-(«->•) ["o {e('-'-'>''}du = o{l). 
J Xi 

Hence all these terms may be neglected, and it appears tha t the expression 
(4) tends, as m ^ oo, to the limit 

2K! r n"^ \ '^^ 

There remains the second term of (3), which may be discussed in the same 
manner. In this case, when we perform the integration by parts, there is 
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one integrated term which does not vanish, as in § 5. I t is however easily 
seen that this term has the limit zero*. The integral which remains can then 
be divided into a number of parts all of which can be shown to tend to-
zero by an argument practically identical with that employed above. Thus 
our final conclusion is tha t 2 c^X,,"" is summable (J, K), and that i ts sum is 
given by the integral (7). 

We have supposed C = 0 . In order to extend our result to the general 
case, we have only to show tha t the sum of the series is given by (7) in the 
particular case when cx = (7, (!2=C3=... = 0. This we may leave as an exercise 
for the reader. Finally we may observe tha t the theorem gives us the 
maximum of information possible. This may be seen by considering the 
case in whioh X„=TO, ?«=«"! K = L Then summability {I, K) is equivalent to 
convergence, and the theorem asserts that if 'S.c^ is summable by Cesaro's first 
mean, then ^(cjn) is convergent. In this proposition the factor Ijn cannot 
be replaced by any factor which tends more slowly to zero. 

(6) Suppose next that 0 < K < 1 . A S in § 6, we suppose the c's real. We 

have again to show tha t the expression (2) tends to a limit as <» ->- oo. By 

Theorem 16, 0^ (T) = O(T); and as 

it follows that the integral 

is convergent. And from this it follows, by the analogue of Theorem 16 for 
integrals, tha t 

K e - ' " f " ( 7 A ( r ) ( e - - 0 ' ' - ^ - / 
J ki T 

a s (0 -a- 00 . 

I t remains only to show that the second term of (3) tends to zero. We 
separate it into two parts corresponding to the ranges of integration (Xi, 1), 
(1, as)\ ; and it is evident that the first part tends to zero. The second may 
be written in the form. 

^x{r)G^{r){^-Tr-^dT, 

where X ('') = ( 

Now it may easily be verified that, as T increases from 1 to <», ^ (r) increases 
towards the limit <o~''e'"". Hence, by the second mean value theorem, we 
obtain 

J=K^-'' r C^{T){<o-rf-'^ dr, (O^^go.) ; 

' It is owing to the presence of this term that the series Sc^X^"" is not 
necessarily summable (X, K') for any K' less than K. 

t If Xjgl , this is unnecessary. 
3—2 
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and it follows at once from Lemma 7 and the equation (1) that the limit of 
•T îs zero. 

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that 

. r (2K-f l ) r „ „ , . du 

rw '̂T^Tr)Jo ^^w^-^f 

9. THEOREM 21. If^ c„ is summable (X, K) to sum G, then 

Gn-G=o(^^^^y. 
The proof of this theorem is extremely simple when K is integral. 

In the equation 
C»(ft))= 2 c„ (ft) - X„)« = Co)« + 0 (ft)") 

kn^oi 

we write ft) = X ,̂ X,i -t- A, X„ + 2Ĵ , ..., X,j + Kh, 
where K/J = X„̂ i - X,„ and form the K-th difference of the K 4-1 equations 
thus obtained. Since the K-th difference of (oi — Xj^y is a numerical 
multiple of h", the result of the theorem follows at once. 

Now let us suppose that 0 < K < 1; and let us assume that the 
c„'s are real and C=0, as evidently we may do without loss of 
generality. Then 

f^^' (K.^ - T)«-I C (T) dr = 0 (X„,,«). 

By Lemma 7, we have also 

r\K,i-ry-W{r)dr = o(K^,'); 
Jo 

and so the same is true of the integral taken between the limits 
X,i and X„+i. But G(r) = Gn for X,J<T<X„^I, and so 

(Xu+l — X„)' Gn = 0 (X^+i"), 
which proves the theorem*. 

A more general theorem is 

THEOREM 22. Suppose that 2c„ is summable (X, K) to sum G, and 
that 0 < K ' S K , \„ = <^ = X^+i. Then 

^' i{K-x„_,y-' iK+i-Ky-"') ^'-

If K is integral, then we may write simply 

(7«'(ft))-Cft)«' = o { ^ ^ ~ - ^ : V - ^ l /2). 

and this result holds for K - 0, provided X,j < &). f 
* The proof for the case in whioh K is non-integral and greater than 1 is con

tained in that of Theorem 22. 
t This distinction arises from the fact that C (a) is discontinuous for &)=> 
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We shall as usual take C=0, and assume that c„ is real. First suppose 
tha t K' is an integer, and let us write k = [K].* Let us also write 

^i=Xn+h, ..., Qjj=X„-l-kA, Qii;+i=X„ + i, 

where A = (Xa+i-XJ/ (k- l - l ) . 

If a denotes any one of these numbers, we have, by Lemma 6, 

r(k+l;?(K-k)//"(-)(^-)""""^-^'W-
Using Lemma 8 and the equations G''{Q) = o (a'') = o(X„ + i''), we obtain 

C'^(r){Q-Tr-^-^dr = 0i\,.,f) (3). 
/ : kn 

Integrating k times by parts, and observing that G{T) is constant in the range 
of integration, we can express the integral in (3) as the sum of constant 
multiples of the k-t-1 functions 

(X»+1 - X « r - ^ C* (X,0, (X„^ 1 - XJ-'-^'+i 6'>'-i (X„), 

-., {K.,i-KTC(K+0) (4)t. 
This process leads, for the k- | - l different values of O, to k-f-l different linear 
combinations of the functions (4), each of which is of the form o (X^+i"). But 
it is easy to verify that these k-1-1 linear combinations are linearly inde
pendent, the determinant of the system being a ' Vandermonde-Cauchy' J 
determinant, different from zero ; and so the fimctions themselves are of 
this form. 

The last function is (X,j + i —X^)" C(ai), and so the theorem is proved for 
K ' = 0 . The last function but one is (X,n.i -X„)''~'^ G^ (fn); and so G^ (X„) is of 
the form prescribed by the theorem. Hence 

(71 (o)) = a i (X„) + r G (r) dr = G^ (K) -f r 0 i ^ " ^ ^ I dr 
•> kn J kn K'^n + l — Xn) ' 

= o/ ^^i±^j} . 
UXn + l —XJ" > 

Hence the theorem is proved for K' = 1. Repeating the argument we establish 
it for K ' = 0 , 1, 2, ..., k. 

We pass now to the case in which K' ia not integral, and we write k ' = [K'].§ 

* We shall in this case give a complete proof for all values of K, integral or not. 
The method of proof is that used by Eiesz, 4 , in proving the equivalence of the 
' arithmetic ' means with Cesaro's. 

f In the last function we must write X„-HO and not X„, on account of the 
discontinuity of C{T). 

X See Pascal, I Determinanti (Manual! Hoepli), pp. 166 et seq. 
§ It is very curious that the simpler result which holds when K' is integral 

should not hold always; but it is possible to show by examples that this is so. 
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By Lemma 6, we have 

= r(k'+i')r(K'-k') (/„" ' +A^_)='̂ '+'̂ '̂ 
say. We begin by considering J^. Dividing the interval (X„_i, m) into the 
two parts (X„_i, X„), (X„, «), and using the result (2) for C^ if), we find 

-((diss^}/:.'-"-"-''"-
Now K' — k' - 1 is negative and K' - k' positive. Hence 

f̂  ( . -0—^gf'" (x„-.)—c^=(VzV^, 
J'K-x J K-i ^ ^ " - ^ 

f J\ K'-k' 

(5). Thus J2==oi ^ \-\-o\ ^^^i±^ ;l 

In order to obtain an upper limit for J j , we integrate k —k' times by parts. 
We find that 

• ^ ^ - A r ( k ' - f , . - H ) r ( K ' - k ' - M + i ) ^ " " ^ ' ' - ' ^ ^ ^^"-'^ 
I r(K'H-l) /•'^-l k ^ , ' - k - l , 

+ r ( k - ) - l ) r ( K ' - k ) i o ^ ^")^'""") '^^ 
Since K' —k' —/i<0, we may replace the powers of o) —X„_i in the first line 

by the corresponding powers of X„ —X„_i. If we do this, and at the same 
time apply the result (2) to the factors G^''^'^ (X^-i), we find at once that 
every term in the first line is of the form 

0 I "^ ^̂l .(6). 

On the other hand, the integral which occurs in the second line may by 
the second mean value theorem, be expressed in the form 

{co -K-lf'' f^~' G'^ir) ( < B - T ) " - » ' - 1 dr, 

where 0 £ | S X„_i. Eeplaoing a by X„ in the external factor, and applying 
Lemma 8 to the integral, in the same way in which we used Lemma 7 in the 
proof of Theorem 21, we see that this part of Ji is also of the form (6). The 
proof of Theorem 22 is thus completed. 

In the particularly important case in which Xn=n, Theorem 22 shows 
that if the series 2 c„ is summable (n, K), and 0 £ K <K, then 

C"''(o)) = o(a.*). 

file:///-/-o/
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VI 

ABELIAN AND TAUBERIAN THEOEEMS 

1. Generalisations of Theorem 2 and its corollaries. We 
pass now to an important theorem which occupies the same place in 
the theory of the summability of Dirichlet's series as does Theorem 2 
in the elementary theory of their convergence. But first we shall 
prove a subsidiary proposition which will be useful to us. 

LEMMA 9. If f {u) is integrable, and f{u) = o{u''), tJien 

i: s"'-''e-^y (u) du 
Jo 

tends to a limit as M-^- co, uniformly for all values of s in the angle 
a defined by \ am s | S a < LIT. 

Choose I so that 
\f{u)\<^u- (u^^). 

Then 
! /"Wo /"CO 

•^^-'^u'^du 
I Jo,, Jo 

= e P (K -f- 1) ( ' - ^ y * ' ^ e T (K + 1) (sec a> 

if only 0)2 > ft)i S f. As I is independent of the position of s in the 
angle, the lemma is proved*. 

2. THEOREM 23. If^a^ is summable (X, K), then %ane~ "•^ is 
uniformly summable throughout the angle a. 

THEOREM 24. The sum of tlie series 2 a^e' "* is equal to 

^ ^ / ; ^ - . - - ^ ^ ( . ) ^ r 

at all points of a other than the origin ; and to 

A + _ / , , r 8"+ ê--̂  1^" (T) - J.T"}dr, 
1 (K -(- 1 ) 10 

where A is tlie sum, of^a^, at all points of a..f 

* The presence of the factor s""^^ is of course essential for the truth of the result, 
t Compare IV, § 4, (1) for the simplest case of such a representation of a 

Dirichlet's series by an integral. 
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We shall, as.usual, prove this in the cases in which (i) K is integral 
and (ii) 0 < K < 1. We observe first that, if c,i = a„e"'"''', and Xp denotes 
the last X less than o>, then 

C''(o>)= S c„(ft)-X„)"=''s'4.A{e-^»^(ft,-X„)''}+^^6-V(„_x^)'' 

= -j^A{r)^^{e-"{,o-ry}dr (l). 

(a) Proof when K is integral. We suppose first that 

A=0, ^' '(ft)) = o(ft)«). 

Integrate (1) K times by parts. All the integrated terms vanish 
save one, which is 

e-"'A''(to) = o{oi'') (2), 
uniformly throughout a. Thus we need only consider the integral 
remaining over, which, when divided by o)", is 

^^i^^T^-Ml^" ' - ' -"^ ' <«• 
Now it wiU easily be verified that 

\T) ^^''^ ^"' ~ '^^ '^" ^~ ^^"^'^ ^~"^ ̂ ""^"" "̂  ^"'^ ^ •^*"^'* **"'' '^' 

where IIij,ji is a constant, and 

i=j + k-\-l, JSK-1 (4). 

When we substitute this expression in (3), the first term, which we 
may call the principal term, gives rise to the integral 

—, rs'+'e-'^A'Mdr (5). 
KlJo 

As ft) -»• CO, this integral, by Lemma 9, tends uniformly to a limit, 
viz. the first integral of Theorem 24. Thus, when A = 0, all that is 
necessary to complete the proof is to show that 

0)' -"+•' T s * r" e - ^ A''{r)dr=:0 (1), 

uniformly in a; i, j , k being subject to the inequalities (4). We divide 
this integral into the two parts 

6) -K+j /;..--/;=/,-./„ 
choosing v so that | A" (T) j < er" throughout the range of integration 
in J2. Further we observe that there is a constant M such that 
1 J." (T) I < Mr' for all values of T. 
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The function 

F{x) = x-''+i r e-^T^" dr 
Jo 

has (for positive values of x) a maximum /x.* And 

I / s I < eft)-'-^-?' I s I* ( " e - " ^ T^-t-" dr 
Jo 

= £0)-"+̂  ̂ IfJyo-^-K-i r^e-yf+'dy 

= e(|s | /o-)*i^(o-ft))tSe/.i(seca)« (6). 

Also I J i I < ilfft)-''+-'' I s I * {"e-" r^' dr 
Jo 

= MW+i (I s l/o-)* v«-J' F(va-) 

S ilf^ (sec a)« (v/u))"-' (7). 

From (6) and (7) it follows that, by taking first v and then ft) 
sufficiently large, we can make J^ + J^ as small as we please. This 
completes the proof of Theorems 23 and 24, when K is an integer 
and J .=0. 

Now suppose A 4=0. Then the series 

{-A + a,e-^^')+a2e-^' + a,e-^''+... 

is, in virtue of what has just been proved, uniformly summable in a, 
with sum 

^ r s-̂ +i e-'"- {A- (T) - Ar'} dr. t 

And the series 
A + O-hO-i-... 

is, as may be seen at once by actual formation of the typical means, 
or inferred from the theorem of consistency, also uniformly summable 
in a. Moreover its sum is A, which, except when s = 0, is equal to 

— I 6^+^ e-'^ r" dr. 
K\J0 

Combining these results we obtain Theorems 23 and 24. It should be 
observed that, when A+0, the first integral in Theorem 24 is Tiot 
uniformly convergent, or even continuous for s = 0. 

» Since -K+j + k-i-ic + l=:j-i-k + l=i>0, 

the function has the limit 0 when a; -»• 0 as well as when » -»• co . 

+ Since i - / £ - K - l = - K -i-j. 

X The sum function of the modified series is equal to A (T) -A. 
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3. (6) Proof when 0 < K < 1. As before, we begin by supposing 
^ =0. We have, by (1) of § 2, to discuss the limit of 

r™ d t" 

- ft)-" / -4 (T ) ^ { e - " (u) - T)«} dr = Kft)-" e-»" I A (T) (») - ry-'- dr 

-oi-" TA (T) ̂  {(e-»̂  - e-«) (ft) - T)"} C?T. 
The first term on the right-hand side is 

e-'"'oi-'A''(o>) = o{l) 

uniformly in a. Thus we need only consider the second term, which, 
when we integrate by parts, takes the form 

ft)-« I A' (T) ^ {{e-^ - 6-») (ft) - rf) dr = J, + J2 + J, .. .(1), 

where J^, J^, J^ are three integrals containing, under the sign of 
integration, the function A^ (T) multiplied respectively by 

(i) s^e-»^(ft)-T)", 1 

(ii) 2KS6-^'"(ft)-T)'-S [ (2). 

(iii) K(K-l)(e-»^-e-~)(ft)-T)' ' -^) 

In the first place 
rw 

J:, = <a-' \ s'e-'-'A'-{r){<^-rydr (3). 
Jo 

Now %an is summable (X, 1), and so .A^{r) = o{r). Hence, by 
Lemma 9, the integral 

l''s^e-''A\r)dr 
Jo 

tends to a limit, as ft) ̂ - GO , uniformly in a. And hence, by the 
analogue for integrals* of Theorem 16, the integral (3) does the same. 
Further, the value of the limit is 

r-^"^^^'(->'^-r(i-.K)i-(i-K)r---^-/>-(-)(7^. 

- r ( i . K ) ' r ( i - K ) r ^ ' W ' ^ - / > - ( ^ 

= r(i^f^'"^-^^"«'^-t 
' See the end of V, § 3. 
t In the first line we use Lemma 6. The inversion of the order of integration 

presents no difiioulty, all the integrals concerned being absolutely convergent. 
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It remains to prove that J^ and J3 tend uniformly to zero. 
We write 

^2=2Kft)-''rse-"(ft)-T)«-M^(T)(;T=2Kft)-'<('/"" 4- n = J 2 ' - t - / ; ' , 

say. We can choose v so that | ^^ (T) | < ex for T > v, and we can suppose 
ft) - V> 1. Further, there is a constant M such that | ^^ (T) | <Mr for 
all positive values of T. Also re-'<\ for all values of T, and 
I s 1/0-i sec a throughout the angle a. Hence, denoting by K the 
constant 2K sec a, we have 

\Ji\<KM'o-'^ To-Te-"•'• (ft)-T)«-Ic^T<KMvm-' (4). 

Similarly we have 

\Jf\<K€ui-' \ <Tre-'^(w-ry-'^dr<— (5). 
Jv K 

From (4) and (5) it follows that we can make J^ as small as we 
please, uniformly throughout a, by making first v and then <o 
sufficiently large. 

In order to discuss J^ we observe that, by Lemma 2, 
I e-^'' — g-*" I S (e-°^ — e'"") sec a.<(m — r) a-e-"'^ sec a. 

The discussion is then almost exactly the same as in the case of J^. 
The proof of the theorems is thus completed. 

4. Lines of summability. Analytic character of the sum. 
From Theorem 23 we can at once deduce a series of important 
corollaries, analogous to those deduced from Theorem 2 in II, §§ 2 
et seq. 

THEOREM 25. If the series is summable (X, K)* for a value of s 
whose real part is or, then it is summable (X, K) fm- all values of s whose 
real part is greater than a-. 

THEOREM 26. There is a number o-„ such that the series is summable 
when (rxr,^ and not summable when o- <a-,c. We may have o-„ = — co or 
O"K = CO . t 

We now define the abscissa a-„, the line O- = (TK, and the half-plane 
<r>(rK. of summability (X, K), just as we did in II, § 2 when K = 0. It is 
evident (from the first theorem of consistency) that 

O" S O-Q S O-i g (72 S . . . . 

* It should be added that the result of Theorem 25 remains true if we assume 
only that Sa„ is finite (X, K) : of. the first footnote to p. i. The first representa
tion of the sum as an integral is also valid in this case, as may easUy be shown by a 
trifling modification of the proof of Theorem 24. 

t See p. 4 for an explanation of the meaning to be attached to this phrase. 
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THEOREM 27. If D is any finite region for all points of which 
<r S o-K -f 8 > o-„, then the series is uniformly summable (X, K) throughout D, 
and its sum represents a branch f{s) of an analytic function regular 
throughout D. Further, the series 

where p is any number real or complex, and X/ has its principal 
value, is also uniformly summnble (X, K) throughout D, and, when p is 
a positive integer, represents tlie function 

( _ l ) p / p ) ( , ) . 

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4. One additional 
remark is however necessary. When we prove that the summability of Sa^ 
involves that of 

whenever the real part of p is negative, we must appeal, not to Theorem 23, 
but to its analogue Theorem 29 below; for the means (X, K.) are the means of 
the second kind for the series 2a„X„~*. 

THEOREM 28. If the series is summable (X, K) for s=So, and has the sum 
/(«o), then f(s)-^f{so) lohen s-»-So along any path lying entirely inside the 
angle whose vertex is at SQ and which is similar and similarly situated to the 
angle a. 

There is also an obvious generalisation of Theorem 6 whioh we shall not 
state at length. 

5. Summability by typical means of the second kind. In §§ 1—4 
we have considered exclusively typical means of the first kind. All the 
results of these sections, however, remain true when we work with means of 
the second kind, except that Theorems 2.3 and 24 must be replaced by 

THBOEBM 29. If the series 'Sa^ is summable (I, K), then the series 2 «„?«"•* 
is uniformly summable {I, K) in the angle a. Its sum is (except for s=0) equal 
to the integral 

r ( s 4 - K - l - l ) / • " , « , , _ s _ „ _ i , „ 

r(K + i ) r ( . ) J i ^ ^ ( " ) ^ ^ " • * 
It is not necessary that we should do more than indicate the lines of the 

proof when 0 < K < 1 . The K-th mean formed from ^anln'" may be expressed, 
by the same transformation as was used at the beginning of § 2, in the form 

7: Mt)iAt-^{w-tf}dt. 
dt ' 

Arguing as at the beginning of § 3, we replace this expression by 
Cw d^ 

* As li=e '> ! , and A"^ (U) = 0 for agZi, the lower limit may be 0, 1, or l^ 
indiiierently. 
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Finally, as w^<x>, this tends uniformly to the limit 

r ( K - f - i ) r ( s ) j i i"- ' 

We add one more theorem. 

THEOREM 30. The lines of summability are the same for the means of the 
first and the second Miid. 

We shall content ourselves with sketching the proof of this theorem. In 
the first place, if the series is summable (l, K) for s = so, it is, by Theorem 17, 
summable (X, K) for s = S(,, and a fortiori for (r>a-o. On the other hand, if it 
is summable (X, K) for s=s^, the series 

2a„X,-Pe-'^»«, 

where p is any integer greater than K, is, by Theorem 20, summable {I, K) for 

»=Sfj, and a fortiori for cr>o-Q. Hence, by the analogue of Theorem 27 for 

means of the second kind, the original series is summable {I, K) for cr>(rQ.* 

6. Explicit formulae for o-„. The actual values of the abscissae of 
summability are given by the following generalisation of Theorem 8. 

THBOEBM 31. The abscissa of summability a- , if positive, is given by 

logM^Wi logM'WI 
o-„=lim =lim— ' .— ' - K. 

a log w 
The proof of these results follows the general lines of that of Theorems 23 

and 24, but is easier, as no question of uniformity is involved. As the proof 
is not very interesting in itself, we shall confine ourselves to indicating the 
general line of the argument for means of the first kind. 

We assume first tha t 
A' (r) = oK<''+*>} (1) 

for a definite positive 17 and every positive 8. If now we follow the argument 
of §§ 2, 3, we can show without difficulty that the series is summable (X, K) 
if (T>rj, and that its sum is the first integral of Theorem 24. If on the other 
hand the series is summable (X, K) when s = -q->rb, and 

On — a^e , w-jj — Oj^e , 
we have obviously 

G" {r)=o{e"), 

* It is also possible to give a direct proof of this theorem similar to, but rather 
easier than, that of Theorem 20. We have to prove that the summabiUty (X, K) of 
S a e"^" * involves the summability (I, K) of S a-nC"^" '*"*"*' for any positive 5. 
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for every positive e. Hence, performing the same arguments with - s in the 
place of s, we deduce (1) with 8H-e in the place of 8. It follows that if (1) 
holds for 77, but for no smaller number than q, then the series is summable 
when o->r) but not when a-<ri. This proves the first equation in Theorem 31. 

7. Tauberian Theorems. In this section we shall state a 
number of theorems whose general character is ' Tauberian'; that is 
to say, which are developments of an idea which appeared first in 
Tauber's well-known 'converse of Abel's Theorem'*. In spite of the 
great intrinsic interest of these theorems we omit the proofs, as we 
shall not have occasion to make any applications of the results. 

THEOREM 321. If 

(i) a„ = o{(X„-X„_i)/X„} 

and (ii) the series 'S,ane~ "*, then certainly convergent for o->0, tends 
to a limit A as s - * 0 through positive values, then the series % a^ is 
convergent and has the sum A. 

THEOREM 33 J. The conclusion of Theorem 32 still holds if the 

condition (i) is replaced by the more general condition 

(i') XiOiH-Xaas-i-...-t-X,i«„ = (?(X,i). 

Moreover the conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary and sufficient for the 
convergence of the series Sa,j . 

THEOREM 34 §. If X,̂  - X,j_i = o (XJ, then the condition (i) of 

Theorem 32 may he replaced by the more general condition 

a»=0{(X„-X„_i)/X4. 

THEOREM 35 ||. If 

(i) «» = 0{(X„-^X„_i)/X4 

and (ii) Sa.„ is summable (X, K) to sum A, then S«„ is convergent 
to sum A. 

THEOREM 36. If 
Xn = 0 (X„ - X„_j), 

then no series can be summable (X, K) unless it is convergent. 

The last theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 21. It 
contains as a particular case the result of IV, § 4, (3) ; viz. that the 

* Tauber, 1. For a general explanation of the character of a 'Tauberian' 
theorem see Hardy and Littlewood, 1. 

t Landau, 3 . J Schnee, 3 . § Littlewood, l . See also Landau, l i , 12. 
II Hardy, 8. If K~K-i=o{\), this may be deduced as a coroUary from 

Theorems 28 and 34. See also Hardy, 4 . 
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means (f", K) are ' trivial' in the sense that no non-convergent series is 
summable by means of them. 

The theorems of this section are capable of many interesting 
generalisations for which we must refer elsewhere*. We add however 
one important theorem which resembles Theorems 32— 3̂6 in that its 
conditions include a condition as to the order or average order of the 
coefficient «„, but differs from them fundamentally in that it depends 
on the theory of functions of a complex variable. 

THEOREM 371. If 

(i) ^« = ai-i-a2+----i-a^ = o(A' ' ) (cSO) 

and (ii) the series Sa^e" "*j then certainly convergent for (T>C, 
represents a function f(s) regular for s = SQ = c-i- toi, then the series is 
convergent for s = So, and its sum is f(so). 

It should be observed that (i) is certainly satisfied if c>0 and 

(i') «„=o{(X,-X„_OA-i''}. 
This is no longer true if c = 0. But it is easy to see, by applying a 
linear transformation to the variable s, that the theorem obtained by 
putting c = 0 in (i'), viz. ' if 

<^n = o(X,i — X^_j) 

then the series 'S,ane~ "* is convergent at every regular point of tlie lirie 
o- = 0' is certainly true in all cases in which X„ — X„_i = 0 (1). This 
theorem is the direct generalisation of a well-known theorem of 
Fatou J, to which it reduces when X„= n. It should also be observed 
that Fatou's theorem and its extension become false when 0 (X,j-X,j_i) 
is substituted for o (X,j—X„_i). 

8. Examples to illustrate §§ 4—7. (l) For the series '2n-^, we have 
o" = C Q = ( T x = {r9. = . . . = 1 . 

See IV, § 4, (6). 
(2) For the series 2 ( - ! )«»-«, we have O-K= - K. See IV, § 4, (4). 

(3) For the series 2e^»»"m-», where 0 < a < l and 4 4= 0, we have 
0-, = 1 - (K -1-1) a. See IV, § 4, (5). 

* See in particular Landau, 8 ; Hardy and Littlewood, 2, 4, s . In reference 
to the original theorem of Tauber see Pringsheim, 2, 3 ; Bromwich, Infinite series, 
p. 251. 

t Eiesz, 4 . The proof of the general theorem is still unpubhshed. For the 
case X„=m see Riesz, 5 ; for the case X„=log n see Landau, 8. The condition (i) is 
a necessary condition for the existence of any points of convergence on the line 
o- = c (Jensen, 2). 

+ Fatou, 1 ; Eiesz, S. The latter paper contains a number of further 
theorems of a similar character. 
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(4) Each of the series (2) and (3) is summable, by typical means of some 
order, all over the plane, and consequently represents an integral function of 
s. I t is of some interest to obtain an example of a series which represents an 
integral function, but cannot, for some values of s, be summed by any typical 
mean. Such an example is afforded by the series 

Here all the lines of summability coincide in the line a- = 1. None the less 
the series represents an integral function. So does the series 

2 ( - l ) ' ' e - » » " ( 0 < a < l ) , 

all of whose lines of summability coincide in the line o-=0. 

(5) For the series 

l - 3 _ 2 - s + 4 - s _ 5 - 8 + 27-»-28-s- t - . . . , 

in which a , j= l if ?i=m™, « „ = — 1 if m=TO™4-1, and a„ = 0 otherwise, we have 

a- — (r„ = 0, 0 - / 1 = - K . * 

(6) The series 2 ' ' , / ' ^ , ( a > 0 ) 
^ ' (log»)' 

is summable (X, K), where K>a, for all values of s, but is never summable 
(X, K) if K < a. I t is summable (X, a) if a-^-a, and summable (l, a) 
if o- > — a. 

- 1 - aj /] -.̂  

(7) The series ^ ( l o g l o g ^ ^" + 0' ^ ^ ^ ^ 

is summable everywhere by typical means of the first or second kind (or 
indeed by ordinary logarithmic means) of order greater than j3, but is never 
summable by arithmetic means of any order. 

* Bohr, 2 . 
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VII 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS OF THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS 
REPRESENTED BY DIRICHLET'S SERIES 

1. We shall now use the idea of summation by typical means to 
obtain generalisations of some of the most important theorems of 
Section III. 

THEOREM 38. Suppose the series Sa«e"" "* summable or finite 
(X,K)fors = ^. Then 

f(s) = o(\t\'+') 
wniformly for o- £ /3 -i- E > /8. 

We may plainly suppose, without loss of generality, that /8 = 0. 
There is a constant M such that 

I A' (T) I < Mr' 

for all positive values of T. Now, by Theorem 24, 

/ ( s ) = s«-i-i r A'{f)e-^dr 

for o- > 0. Hence 

| /(s) I < I f I s I «+i r r' e -^-^ dr = M (•—X'^^ r «" e-" dv 

^ M(seo ay+'- r (K -n) = 0 (1)=0 (I if r+'), 

uniformly in any angle of the type a of Lemma 9. Hence, in proving 
the theorem, we may confine ourselves to the parts of the half-plaiie 
o- 5 e which lie outside this angle; and so we may suppose | s/t j less 
than a constant cosec a. This being so, we have 

J(s) = s'+^U^ + jA'(r)e-'"-dr = J^ + J2, 

say. 
/•CO 

Now I J 2 | < i f Isj-'+i I r^e-'^'dr 

^Jif(coseca)'<+l|i;|' '+l I r^C'^dr; 

and so if 8 is any positive number, we have | J2|<S|^|''+'^ for all 
values of v greater than a number VQ which depends on £ and 8 but not 

H. & B. 4 
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on s. When vo has been chosen so that this inequality may hold, we 
have, by integration by parts, 

J,=.~s'e-^-'A'M-^s' {"e-" ^^^dr*; 
Jk^ dr 

and so, since | e~*'' | < 1, 
I J i 1 < H(v) \s\'^ H(y) (cosec a)" Itl", 

where II(v) depends on v alone. Accordingly 
\f(s) \<H{v) (cosec ay\t\'-\-^\t |«+i < 2SI;; |'+i, 

if I # I is large enough. Thus the theorem is proved t . 
2. Gene ra l i s a t ion of T h e o r e m 13. We proceed next to a 

generalisation of Perron's formula discussed in § 2 of Section III. 
THEOREM 39. If the series is summable (X, K), wliere K > 0 , for 

s = P, and c > 0 , c>/S, then 
1 1 rc+ix f(^\ 

n^)k,if'^^-'^^'=2^iL. M^^'"' (̂ )-
This theorem depends on a generalisation of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA lO. We have 

u' 
J - . r " ^ * = r o ^ ^̂ '-«)' 

Z"*-'^-'"'" =0 (MSO), 
c and K being positive. 

We leave the verification of this lemma to the reader. I t may be 
deduced without difficulty, by means of Cauchy's Theorem, from 
Hankel's expression of the reciprocal of the Gamma-function as a 
contour integral f. 

Let us suppose§ that X„j < o x X„^,, and write 
g{s) = 0'4f{s)-lane-^A= % a^e''^^-''^'. 

l 1 I mH-l 

Then what we have to prove reduces, in virtue of the lemma, to 
showing that r 

* The subject of integration may (if K < 1 ) have isolated infinities across which 
it is absolutely integrable, but the integration by parts is permissible in any case. 

t The result of the theorem is true, a fortiori, if [l, K) be substituted for (X, K). 
It was giveu in this form, for integral values of K, and for ordinary Dirichlet's 
series, by Eiesz, 1, and Bohr, 2 , 5 . 

X Hankel,!; see also Heine, I , and Whittaker and Watson,M"ode™4?iai;j/sis(ed. 2), 
p. 238. For a proof of results equivalent to those of Lemma 10, without the use 
of Cauchy's Theorem, see Dirichlet's Vorlesungen uber die Lehre von den einfachen 
und mehrfachen bestimmten Integralen (ed. Arendt), pp. 166 et seq. The formulae 
may, in substance, be traced back to Oauchy. 

§ Cf. i n , § 2. 
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We have g (s) = e" <'''"« -">'/«(«), 

where h (s) = a»+i -i- «„,+2 e" *''"'+'"''"'+'''' -i-.. -. 

This series is summable (/x, «), where /iM = X„^.,i-X„j^i, for s = /3.* 
Hence A (s) = o (| # 1*+̂ ), uniformly for a- S=c. This relation replaces 
the equation h(s) = o(\ t\) used in the proof of Theorem 13 ; and the 
proof of Theorem 39 now follows exactly the same lines as that of the 
latter theorem. The final formula is valid even when «) = X,j, as the 
left-hand side is a continuous function of o, and the integral is 
uniformly convergent. 

More generally we have 

^ S «„e-^-'o(o>- X,)« = - i - . p " -JM^^e-is-so) ds ...(2), 

if c>o-„, c>p. 
I t is important for later applications to observe that the range of 

validity of the formulae (1) and (2) may be considerably extended. 
Let us suppose only that the series is summable (X, K) for some values 
of s, say for <T>d, and that the function f{s) thus defined is regular 
for <J>I3, where fi<d, and satisfies the equation 

f{s) = o(\t\'+^) (3) 

uniformly for o- g /8 -f e > /3, however small e may be. Then the 
theorem tells us that 

-J^—, 2 a„ (» - X^' = i f̂ "̂ ' ° ° - ^ e-s ds 
^{K+l)kn«. 2 « V i a e s'+i 

if 7 > 0 , y>d. But, applying Cauchy's Theorem to the rectangle 
formed by the points on the lines (T = C, cr = y whose ordinates are 
- T^ and T^, and observing that, in virtue of (3), the contributions of 
the sides of the rectangle parallel to the real axis tend to zero when 
T and T2 tend to infinity, we see that the equation (1) still holds. 
A similar extension may be given to (2). 

3. Analogous formulae for means of the second kind. There is a 
companion theorem to Theorem 39, viz. 

THEOREM 40. If 2a„e"'^'" = 2 a „ 4 ~ ' is summable {I, K) for s=l3, and 
c>0, O f t then 

* See I V , § 4 , (9), (10) . , ,^ • , • , ^• 
f The quotient of P-funotions which figures under the sign of mtegration 

reduces, when K is integral, to the K-th difference of 1/s. 
4—2 
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As Theorem 39 depends on Lemma 10, so Theorem 40 depends upon 

LEMMA 11. Ifc>0 then 

2niJc-i« r(K-i-H-s) ^^ ^̂ ^̂ _̂ 

If we write {l-x)''=^Brxr 

If we observe that 

2l^L„.T-/^ = '̂ -'-(̂ > )̂' =2 '̂'= )̂*' =°(^=^)' 
we see that the result of the lemma follows by substituting the series (2) 
under the sign of integration and integrating term by term. The details of 
the proofs of the lemma, and then of the theorem, present no particular 
difficulty, and we content ourselves with indicating the necessary formulae. 

There is a generalisation of (1) corresponding to (2) of § 2, viz. 

where oo-o, c>p. Both of the formulae (1) and (3), established 
originally on the hypothesis that S an 4~° is summable {I, K) for s = P, 
may then be extended to the case in which the series is only known to 
be summable {I, K) for some values of s, and f{s) satisfies the conditions 
stated at the end of § 2. 

4 . We are now in a position to consider an important group of 
theorems which differ fundamentally in character from those which we 
have considered hitherto. In such theorems as, for example, 23, 24, 
27, 29, or 38, we start from the assumption that our series is summable 
for some particular value of s, and deduce properties of the function 
represented by the sum of the series. We shall now have to deal with 
theorems in which, to put the matter roughly, properties of the series 
are deduced from those of the function!. 

One preliminary remark is necessary. When we speak of ' the 
function' we mean, of course, ' the function defined by means of, or 
associated with, the series.' That is to say, we imply that, for some 
values of s at any rate, some method of summation can be applied to 

* If D = l the principal value of the integral (in the sense explained in .III, § 2) 
must be taken. 

t The classical example of such a theorem is Taylor's Theorem, as proved by 
Oauchy for functions of a complex variable. 
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the series so as to give rise to the function. It is obviously, for our 
present purposes, the natural course to suppose that far sufficiently 
large values of a, say for (T>d, the series is summable by typical means 
of sufficiently high order. There is thus an analytic fiinction / ( s ) 
associated with the series, and possibly capable of analytical con
tinuation outside the known domain of summability of the series. In 
the theorems which follow we suppose that this is the case, and assume 
certain additional properties of / ( s ) . We then deduce from these 
properties more precise information as to the summability of the 
series. 

5. THEOREM 41*- Suppose that f{s) is regulm-for cr^ri, 
ri<d. Suppose further that K and K are positive numbers such that 
K <K, and that, hoivever small be 8, 

f{s) = 0(\sY) 
vniformly for a-^7]-i-8>ri. Then f (s) is summable (I, K), and a 
fortiori summable (X, K), for (T>-q. 

If the series 2a„4"^ is, for any values of s, summable (X, K), we 
know, by Theorem 40 and its extensions given at the end of § 3, 
that 

W-' 2 a„,4-
\ fc+ico 

:„4-*«(w-4)« = - - . f(s)H(s-So)w^-''ds...(l), 

where .ff is a certain product of Gamma-fanctions, provided only 
c>o-j and o-q. We can however free ourselves in this case from the 
assumption of the existence of a half-plane of summability (X, K). The 
series is summable (X, A) somewhere, for some value of k, and therefore, 
if ?w is a sufficiently large positive integer, somewhere summable 
(X, K + m). Hence we deduce the formula (1), with K-\-m in the place 
of K. Now it will easily be verified that if we multiply (1) by w", 
differentiate with respect to w, and divide by KW""''-, we obtain a 
formtila which differs from (1) only in the substitution of K - 1 for K. 
Hence, by m differentiations, we can pass from K-^-m to K. That the 
process of differentiation under the integral sign is legitimate follows 
at once from the relations 

y(:f;A'll-;:f-^(i'i-'-)./w=»(i'io.̂  
where K'<K and p = 0, 1, .••,m — l ; for the integrals obtained by 
differentiation are all absolutely and uniformly convergent. 

* For X„=log n, Eiesz, 1 . in the general case, Eiesz, 2 . Theorem 2 of the 
latter note includes Theorem 41 in virtue of Theorem 30. 
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Suppose now that i? < o-o < c. Choose a number y such that 7 > •̂  
and o-Q — 1 < -y < o-e, as is obviously possible. Then between the lines 
o- = y, or = c lies one pole of II{s - So), viz. s = So, with residue 1. Hence, 
by a simple application of Cauchy's Theorem, we obtain* 

I fy+i 00 

w-' 2 a„4-*«(w-4)''-/(so) = s-7 f(s)w^-''H(s-s,)ds...(2y 

But it is easy to see that the modulus of the integral is less than a 
constant multiple of w^-"', and so tends to zero. Thus the theorem 
is established. 

We add some remarks which wiU be of importance in the sequel. 
Let us suppose that / ( s ) is bounded in every half-plane o- S17 -j- 8 > 17. 
Then, if -y = o-o-6, where 0 < 6 < 1 , we have, for values of s situated 
on the line o- = y, 

\M{s-s,)\<K\s-s,\-'-^ = K{(t-t,y + 6-'}-i^'+^), 

where K denotes a number which depends on K and 6 but not on 
0-0 or to. Hence it foUows that, throughout the domain o-,, S i; -1- 8 > 17, 
the integral on the right-hand side of (2) is less than a constant 
multiple of 

[•" dt 

This integral has obviously a value independent of #o-t Hence it 
follows that if f(s) is limited in every half-plane a- S 77 -f 8 > r/, the 
series is uniformly summable (I, K) in every such half-plane, for any 
assigned positive value of K. 

The same remarks apply as regards summability (X, K) : they are not, 
as is the mere assertion of simple 8umm.ability, immediate corollaries of the 
corresponding remarks concerning summability {I, K) ; but it would be easy 
to complete Theorem 17 in such a way that they would become so. As we 
shall only make use of these remarks in the case of means of the second 
kind, it will not be necessary for us to go into this point in detail. 

6. With Theorem 41 must be associated the following two more precise 
theorems. 

* We apply Cauchy's Theorem to a rectangle whose shorter ends are made to 
tend to infinity. Since/(s) = 0 (|s j"), 

H(s-s„) = 0 ( | s | - ' - l ) , 
and K' < K, the contributions of these ends tend to zero. 

t It is important to observe that the argument would fail at this point if K' were 
not zero. 
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THBOBBM 42*. If f(s) is regular for a-^ri, except that it has, on the line 
o- = 17, a finite number of poles or algebraical infinities of order less than 
K-f-1 ; if further 

f{s)^0{\sf), 
where O^K' <K, for a-^tj; then the series is uniformly summable (X, K) on any 

finite stretch of the line <T=r) which does not include any singular point. 

THEOREM 43. If the conditions of the preceding theorem are fulfilled, 
and the singularities on the line a — r\ are all algebraical infinities of order less 
than 1, then we may substitute (I, K) for (X, K). 

We do not propose to insert proofs of these theorems-t. We may add, 
however, tha t the results are capable of considerable generalisation. Thus 
the nature of the singularities permissible is considerably wider than appears 
from the enunciations. And in both theorems the hypothesis of regularity 
on the line o- = 17 (except at a finite number of points) is quite unnecessarily 
restrictive. Thus in Theorem 42 this hypothesis might be replaced by that of 
continuity for o- g >;. I n Theorem 43 this would not be suflaoient; i t would be 
necessary to impose restrictions similar to those which occur in the theory of the 
convergence of Fouriei-'s series. The reader will find it instructive to consider 
the forms of the theorems when X„ = m, remembering that summability {I, K) 
is then equivalent to convergence (IV, § 4, (3)), and to compare them with the 
weU-known theorems in the theory of Fourier's series to which they are then 
substantially equivalent. 

The differences between Theorems 42 and 43 arise as follows. The 
formula (3) of § 3 represents the typical mean of the second kind with its 
denominator lo-', whereas the corresponding formula of § 2 represents tha t 
of the first kind without its denominator. Before studying the convergence 
of the latter mean the integral whioh occurs in (2) of § 2 must be divided by 
<B« ; and it is owing to the presence of this factor tha t the means of the first 
kind converge under more general conditions. That the factor occurs in 
one case and not in the other is in its turn a consequence of the fact that the 
subject of integration has, for S = SQ, an infinity of order K-f 1 in the one case 
and order unity in the other. 

There is another theorem whioh is also an interesting supplement to 
Theorem 41. 

THEOREM 44. If the series has a half-plane of absolute convergence, we can 

replace K', in the enunciation of Theorem 41, by K. 

We have f{s) = 0(\t\'') 

for o-=77-t-S, a n d / ( s ) = 0 ( l ) for o- = 5=-t-S, W being the abscissa of absolute 

* Eiesz, 2 . 
t The proofs depend on a combination of the arguments used in the proof 

of Theorem 41 with others similar to, but simpler than, those used by Eiesz, 
5 (pp. 98, 99), in proving and generalising Fatou's theorem (see VI, § 7, 
Theorem 37). 
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convergence, and S any positive number. Hence by Lindelof's Theorem 
(Theorem 14) we have 

/(s) = 0(U|«'), 
where K' = (? -17 - 8) K/(a= - ?)) < K, for o- > ?; -f 28. The result now follows from 
Theorem 41*. 

7. From Theorems 38 and 41 we can deduce an important 

theorem first stated explicitly, for ordinary Dirichlet's series, by 

Bohr. 

Since o-̂  is a decreasing function of «, the numbers o-„ tend to a 

limit, which may be — w, as K-^CO. We write 

lim cr, = S. 

If S' is any number greater than S, the series is summable (X, K), for 

some value of «, for (T = S' ; and so, by Theorem 38 , / ( s ) is regular and 

of finite order (III , § 3) for <r> S. Conversely, i f / ( s ) is regular and 

of finite order for o- > S', it follows from Theorem 41 that the series is 

summable (X, K), for sufficiently large values of «, for "•> S'; and so 

S' S S. Hence we deduce 

THEOREM 451. If rj is the least numb&r such that f(s) is regular 

and of finite order for o- > 17, tlien rj = S. 

8. The following two theorems are in a sense converses of Theorems 42 
and 43. 

THEOREM 46. If Sa^e' '"'' is summable (X, R) for s=S(i, then 

Um (o-o-o)''+VW = 0 
(r-»-ir„ 

uniformly throughout any finite interval of values of t. 

THEOREM 47. If the series is summable (I, K) for s=«o, we may replace 

(o--o-„)''+^ by (T-a-Q. 
The proofs of these theorems are simple. We indicate that of the first. 

We may obviously suppose, without loss of generality, tha t SQ = 0 and A=0. 

* This theorem includes a result given by Schnee, 7 (Theorems 3 and 3'). 
Sohnee considers ordinary Dirichlet's series and Cesaro's means of integral order 
only. See the footnote (1|) to p. 23. 

t This theorem was first enunciated in this form by Bohr, 2. It is however, 
as shown above, an immediate consequence of Theorem 41 (or Theorem 3 of 
Eiesz's note 1). See also Bohr, 6, 6. 

It follows from this theorem, for example, that if the Eiemann hypothesis 
concerning the roots of the f-function is true, then the series S fi (m)»-« is summable 
by arithmetic or logarithmic means for (r> J (Bohr, 2). As a matter of fact more 
than this is true: for it has been shown by Littlewood, 2, that the Eiemann 
hypothesis involves the convergence of the series for o J . The best previous 
result in this direction was due to Landau, 5, and H., p. 871. 
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We can then choose v so that 
| .4 ' (r) |<€r" {r>,v). 

By Theorem 24, we have 

'^-^M/(.)i<^;;^/;u«(.)i«-c^, 
and 151 is less than a constant throughout the region under consideration. 
Hence the preceding expression is less than a constant multiple of 

r-TiS^/o''l^^«l*+l^/„"^^«"^^'^^='^"''^^^'')+^' 
where M{v) depends only on v ; and so is less than 2f when o- is small 
enough. This proves the theorem : the proof of Theorem 47 is similar, 
starting from the integral representation of Theorem 29. 

From Theorem 47 it follows that the series 2m~' cannot be summable by 
any arithmetic mean on the line o- = I, since the function f (s) has a pole of 
order 1 at s = 1.* On the other hand it follows from Theorem 42, and from 
the fact that f (1 -f <i) = 0 (log | i |),t that it is summable by any logarithmic 
mean of positive order at all points of the line save s = l. J Compare IV, 
§ 4 (6). 

9. Some theorems concerning ordinary Dirichlet's series.. 
All the theorems of this section have been theorems concerning 
the most general type of Dirichlet's series. We pass now to a few 
theorems of a more special character. These theorems are valid for 
forms of X„ whose rate of increase is sufficiently regular and not too 
much slower than that of log n: we shall be content to prove them 
in the simplest and most interesting case, that in which X,j = log». 

THEOREM 48 §. If ^ann" is summable (w, K)!! for s = So, it is 

uniformly summable (n, K'), where «.' is the greater of the numbers 
K —13 and 0, in the domain 

o-Scro + ;8, \t\^T.*i 

The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorems 23 
and 29. We shall consider the case in which 0 < K < 1. We suppose, 
as we may do without loss of generality, that So = 0 and J . = 0. We 
choose a value of /? such that K - / 3 S 0, and we consider the arithmetic 

* Landau, H., p. 161. 
t Landau, H., p. 169. 
+ For further results relating to the series for {f («)}" see Eiesz, 1, 2. 
§ For integral orders of summation, and cr>cr„ + /3, Bohr, 1 ; in the general 

form, Eiesz, 1. 
Ii I.e. by arithmetic means of order K. 
IT These inequalities might be replaced by cr>(r(|-t-/3, | ams |^a<i7r. 
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mean of order K-J8 at a point s for which o- S jS. This mean is easily 
seen to be (cf. VI, §§ 2 and 5) 

rw d 
-w-'*P\ A{u)~{u-'{w-uy-^]du 

= - w-'+^ j A(u)^ {(zr" - w-') (w - uy-^} du 

rw 
- (K - /3) w-'*^-^ I A (u) (w - uy-^-'^ du. 

The second term is 
- w-'+^~^ A'-^ (w), 

and, by Theorem 22, A'~^ (w) = o (w). Hence this term is of the form 
0 (1), uniformly for a-^fi. The first term we integrate by parts, 
obtaining 

rw d^ 
w-'^^ / A^ (M) ^2 {(«"' - M'-O (w - uy-^} du = J^ + J2 + Js, 

say, where Ji, J^, and Jg contain under the sign of integration 
respectively factors 

s (s -I-1) «-"-' (w - uy-^, 2s (K - /3) M-'-i {w - uy-^-\ 
(K - /3) (K - /3 - 1) (u-' - w-') (w - uy-^-''. 

We can now show, by arguments resembling those of VI, § 3 so 
closely that it is hardly necessary to set them out at length, that Jj 
tends to the limit 

/•oo 

.s(s-f 1) / A^(u)u ^ ^du, 

and J2 and J3 to zero, uniformly in the region "̂  S /?, \t\^T. 
THEOREM 49. If the series is summable (n, K), uniformly for o- = o-|,, 

it is summable (n, «'), uniformly for o- S cr„ + /?. 
We apply the argument used in the proof of Theorem 48 to pass 

from the point o-̂  -1- it to the point o- + it with the same ordinate, and 
take account of the uniformity postulated on the line o- = o-o. The 
result then follows substantially as before. 

10. By combining Theorems 41 and 48 we arrive at the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 50. If, however small S and £ may he, ive have 

/(s) = o(uiO 
in the half-plane n- ^ 17 -t- 8, then the series is convergent in every such 
half-plane, i.e. for a->rj. 
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For, by Theorem 41, the series is summable {n, ̂ i), where cj is any 
number greater than e, for o- > 97 + S. Hence, by Theorem 48, it is 
convergent for o-> 77-F 8-1-tj, i.e. for O->T7. 

Theorem 50 is but a particular case of an important theorem 
generally known as the ' Schnee-Landau' Theorem. 

THEOREM 51. Ifan = 0 («*) for all positive values of 8, so that the 
series is absolutely convergent for o-> 1, and 

f{s)^0{\tf) {k>Q,) 
uniformly for o- > -i?, then the series is convergent for o- > ,̂ where i, is 
the lesser of the numbers 

ri + k J „ 

l^k'""-^-
To deal with this theorem and its generalisations would require 

more Space than is at our disposal here, and we must be content to 
refer to Landau's Handbuch and to the original memoirs by Landau 
and Schnee t. If the second condition is satisfied for all positive 
values of k, then the series is convergent for o->'>7. The first condition 
then becomes unnecessary, as may be seen at once by applying a linear 
transformation to the variable s; and so we obtain Theorem 50. 

11. We can obtain another important theorem by combining 
Theorem 49 with the result proved at the end of § 5. Suppose that 
/(s) is bounded in every half-plane a- ^ r; + S >-q. Then, if 8 and e are 
chosen arbitrarily, the series is uniformly summable (n, e) for o- g 17 H- S, 
and therefore, by Theorem 49, uniformly convergent for n- S 17 4- 8 -1-1. 
We thus obtain 

THEOREM 52. If f{s) is bounded in every lialf-plane n- i 17-f 8 > 17, 
then the series is wniformly convergent in emery such half-plane. 

This theorem was first given by Bohrj. Its converse is obviously 
trivial. 

Before leaving these theorems we may make a few additional remarks. 
Theorems 48—52 may be extended§ to any type of series 2ffl„(3^^*=2 a,i?„~* 
for which a positive constant g exists siich that 

^_A±i =0(40 (1). 

* The first number gives the better result if 7;-hS:>0, the second if ij-|-/c<0. 
f Landau,i?.,pp.853 64sej. SeealsoLandau, 5, 7; Schnee,4, 7; Bohr ,2 ,S ,10 . 
X Bohr, 3, 8. 
§ See the memoirs cited in footnote (f). 
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This hypothesis ensures that the increase of 4 is not too slow.; it is 
satisfied, for instance, if Z„=m or 2„=e'', but not if ?„=log». It is easy to 
show that the condition (1) is equivalent to either of the following : 

4-'' = 0(?„ + x - U (2), 

e-»' .= 0(X„^.i-X„) (3), 
where h and h are positive*. 

Considerations of space forbid us from giving details of these generalisa
tions. We would only warn the reader that the proofs, involving as they do 
in some places an appeal to the delicate Theorem 22, are not entirely simple, 
especially when the increase of In is very rapid and irregular. 

The line o- = T; such that the series is uniformly convergent for o- S J ; -1- 8, 
but not for cr >;/ — 8, however small be 8, has been called by Bohr the line of 
uniform convergence. It has been shown, by Bohrt that, when the numbers X„ 
are linearly independent, the line of uniform convergence is identical with 
the line of absolute convergence : but he has given an example of a series 
(naturally corresponding to a non-independent sequence of X's) which 
possesses a half-plane of uniform convergence and no half-plane of absolute 
convergence. 

12. Convexity of the abscissa o-,,, considered as a function 
of K. I t was shown by Bohr J that the abscissa of summability a-r, of 
integral order, belonging to an ordinary Dirichlet's series, satisfies 
the inequalities 

<^r+l = (^j-= (^r+l + 1 ( 1 ) , 

o"r—<^r+l = < ĵ-+l - o'r+2 ( 2 ) . 

Of the inequalities (1), the first is an obvious corollary of Theorem 16 
(c£ VI, § 4 ) ; and the second is an obvious corollary of Theorem 48. 
The inequalities (2) lie deeper. 

The property which is expressed by the inequalities (2) was then 
considered by Hardy and Littlewood §, who proved more precise 
theorems of which Bohr's inequalities are corollaries. Their results 
have since been extended by Riesz ||, so as to apply to the most general 
type of Dirichlet's series and to all orders of summation integral or 
non-integral. In particular it has been proved that the abscissa o-̂  is 
in all cases a convex function of K. 

I t was also shown by Bohrll that the conditions (1) and (2) are 

* These conditions are rather wider than that adopted by Sohnee and Landau 
and are substantially the same as that adopted by Bohr. It is natural to suppose 
h and k positive, but not necessary; for if (3), for example, is satisfied with k£.0, 
it is plainly satisfied with /c > 0. ~ 

t Bohr, 7 : cf. IH, § 7. X Bohr, 2, 5. § Hardy and Littlewood, 2. 
II In a memoir as yet unpublished. H Bohr, 5. 
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necessary find sufficient that a given sequence o-,. should be the 
abscissae of summability of some ordinary Dirichlet's series*. 

13. Summation of Dirichlet's Series by other methods. It is 
natural to enquire whether methods of summation different in principle from 
those which we have considered may not be useful in the theory. The first 
to suggest itself is Borel's exponential method. The application of this 
method to ordinary Dirichlet's series has been considered by Hardy and by 
Feketef. It has been shown, for example, that the regions of summability, 
and of absolute summability, are half-planes ; and that the method at once 
gives the analytical continuation all over the plane of certain interesting 
classes of series. But the method is not one which seems likely to render 
great services to the general theory. 

Riesz J has considered methods of summation related to Borel's, and its 
generalisation by Mittag-LeflBer, somewhat as the typical means of this 
section are related to Cesaro's original means. These methods lead to 
representations of the function associated with the series whioh differ 
fundamentally in one very important respect from those afforded by the 
theory of typical means. Their domains of application may, like Borel's 
polygon of summability, or Mittag-Lefiler's etoile, be defined simply by 
means of the singular points of the function, and necessarily contain singular 
points on their frontier. 

VIII 

THE MULTIPLICATION OF DIRICHLET'S SERIES 

1. We shall be occupied in this section with the study of a special 
problem, interesting on account of the variety and elegance of the 
results to which it has led, and important on account of its applications 
in the Analytic Theory of Numbers §. 

* The construction given by Bohr (I.e. pp. 127 et seq.), for a series with given 
abscissae may be simplified by using the series S e^*"" »-» of IV, § 4, (5) as a ' simple 
element' in place of the series whioh he uses. 

f Hardy, 3 ; Pekete, 1. 
+ Eiesz, 6. 
s In this connection we refer particularly to Landau, 4, and H., pp. 750 et 
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We denote by A and B the series 

a i - F « 2 - ( - • • • , & i - f &2-I-• • •, 

and by G the ' product-series' 
C i 4 - C 2 -f . . . , 

where c„ is a function of the a'a and b's, to be defined more precisely 
in a moment. We shall also use A, B, G to denote the sums of the 
series, when they are convergent or summable. 

When G is formed in accordance with Cauchy's rule*, we have 
Cj, = a\Op-\-a20,p_-y+ ... -f apo^^ ^ a^jiOn. 

m-\-n=p+\ 

Cauchy's rule for multiplication is, however, only one among an 
infinity. We are led to it by arranging the formal product of the 
power series Sa^x™, 5h^x^ in powers of x and putting x=\, or, what 
is the same thing, by arranging the formal product of the Dirichlet's 
series 

^a^^e-'"', ^b^er'^' 
according to the ascending order of the sums m + n, associating 
together all the terms for which m + n has the same value, and then 
putting s = 0. It is clear that we arrive at a generahsation of our 
conception of multiplication by considering the general Dirichlet's 
series 

%a^e-^-^\ ^bnc-"-' 
and arranging their formal product according to the ascending order 
of the sums X,„ -t- /.i„. Let (vp) be the ascending sequence formed by 
all the values of X,^-\-ix^T. Then the series C=2cp, where 

Cp^ -^ amOqi) 
km+l^n=''P 

will be called the Dirichlet's product of the series A, B, of type (X, p.). 
Thus if Xm = log OT, /x„ = log n, so that we are dealing with ordinary 

Dirichlet's series, then Vp = \ogp and 

Cp= 2 ttmbn = 2aabp/ci, 
m,n=p d 

the latter summation extending to all the divisors d otp. 

* See e.g. Bromwleh, Infinite series, p. 83. 
t It is generally the case in applications that the X and /i sequences are the 

same. Any case can be formally reduced to this ease by regarding all the numbers 
X„, and yu,j as forming one sequence and attributing to each series a number of 
terms with zero ooefficients (Landau, S., p. 750). In the most important oases 
(e.g. X„,=m, X„=logm) the v sequence is also the same, but of course this is not 
generally true. In the theoretically general case ho two values of X„,-f/t will be 
equal. 
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2. The three classical theorems relating to ordinary multiplication 
(Cauchy's, Mertens', and Abel's) have their analogues in the general 
theory. 

THEOREM 53. If A and B are absolutely convergent, then G is 
absolutely conven-gent and AB = G. 

This theorem is merely a special case of the classical theorem 
which asserts that the absolutely convergent double series 2 a^bn may 
be summed indifferently in any manner we please*. 

THEOREM 54. If A is absolutely convergent and B convergent, then 
G is convergent and AB = G.\ 

We shall prove that 2 a^bn converges to the sum J .S when arranged 
as a simple series so that a^bn comes before am'bn' if X^-t- p,n< X̂ ,' + /*»' 
(the order of the terms for which X„, -f fin has the same value being 
indifferent). Theorem 54 then follows by bracketing all the terms for 
which X„, -t- /i„ has the same value. 

Suppose first that B = 0. Let S^ be any partial sum of the new 
series, and let ««, be the a of highest rank that occurs in it. Then 

k 
Ov — ^ ap Ij^, 

j ) = i 

where r is a function of k and p. Suppose that Sv contains a term 
Uyby. Then it contains all the terms 

Thus A S 7 and r S y for^ = 1, 2, ...y. 

Now we can choose y so that 
\Br\<€ ( r g y ) , 

00 

a n d - 2 I flSp I < e. 
•y-fi 

Then \S,\<^\\ap\ +M%\ap\<^{A. + M), 
1 v-i-i 

where A denotes the sum of the series 2 | ftj, | and M is any number 
greater than the greatest value of | 5,. |. Thus /Ŝ^ -* 0 as y ^ co, that 
is to say as /c -* « . 

*• See e.g. Bromwich, Infinite series, p. 81. This theorem is not merely a special 
case of Theorem 54, because it asserts the absolute convergence of the product series. 

t Stieltjes, 2 ; Landau, 4 , and H., p. 752. See also Wigert, 1. 
X This is the kernel of the proof. The reader wiU find that a figure will help to 

elucidate the argument. 
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Secondly, suppose B + 0. We form a hew series B' for which 
bj =bi-B, bz = &2, 63' = 63, • • •• 

Then, by what precedes, 2 a,inbf converges to zero, and so 2 am.bn 
converges to AB. 

3. THEOREM 55. If the series A, B, G are all cow 
AB=G. 

This is the analogue of Abel's theorem for power series*. We 
shall deduce it from a more general theorem, the analogue for 
Dirichlet's series of a weU-known theorem of Ceskrot-

THEOREM 56. If A is summable (X, a) and B is summable (p., /i), 
then Gis summable (v, a -t- ^ + 1), and AB = G. 

If y = a -)- /8 -f-1 we have 

^^(co) = 2«™(« . -X,„ )" , Bl(oy) = ^bn{<o-finf, Cl(w) ^ ^ Cp(<^ - Vpf, 

the summations being limited respectively by the inequalities X„j < w, 
pn < <«, •'p^ ")• Then 

-̂(") = r(a!l)r?^-.i)f-^'(-)<('—)-^- (!)• 
For consider the term a^bn. It occurs in O'̂ (w) if Xni + p.„,<o>, 
and its coefficient is 

(<a - -̂ m - l^n)''-

The term a^ occurs in ^ ^ (r) if X,„ < r, with coefficient (T - X,„)«, 
and bn occurs in B^{<o — r) if /*„ < co - r, with coefficient (w — T - fxj^. 
Hence a,nbn occurs on the right-hand side of (1) if X,„ -1- p.^ < w, and its 
coefficient is 

r (y -f 1) r<»-fii 
f ( a + ] ) r ( ^ + l ) A,„ {r-X„:)^{.-r-finydr^(^-X„-fin)y. 

* The theorem was first given by Landau, 4 , in the case in which at least one 
of the series S a „ e ~ ™^ S6„i3~!*"* possesses a region of absolute convergence. His 
proof depended on considerations of function-theory. A purely arithmetic and 
completely general proof was then discovered independently by Phragm^u, Eiesz 
and Bohr. This proof depends on the particular case of Theorem 56 in which 
a=(3=0. See Landau, H., pp. 762, 904 ; Eiesz, 2 ; Bohr, 2 . 

t Ces&ro, 1 ; see also Bromwich, Infinite series, p. 316. Ces4ro and Bromwich 
consider only integral orders of summability. The extension to non-integral 
orders is due to Knopp, 2, and Chapman, l . 
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T h u s (1) is established. B u t 

Al{r)r^Ar-, B^^{r)^Br^; 

a n d therefore, by Lemma 5, 

Gl{<o)r^AB<of 

This proves t h e theorem. I n part icular , if A and B a re con

vergent , t h e p roduc t series is summaible {v, 1). Theorem 55 t h e n 

follows from Theorems 56 and 16. 

4. The following generalisation of Theorem 54 provides an interesting 
companion theorem to Theorem 56. 

THEOBBM 57. If A is absolutely convergent, and B is summable (p, /3), 
then G is summable (v, /3) and G=AB.* 

In this theorem the X-sequence is at our disposal. I t is evidently enough 
(cf § 2) to prove the theorem in the particular case when B = 0. 

We have 

<7^(«)= 2 a^bn(a>-Xm-pn)^= 2 a„.B^ (M - X,„). 

There is a constant M such that 

\B^^(T)\<Mr^ 

for all values of r; and we can choose to so that (1) the Jif on the right-hand 
side of this inequality can be replaced by e if r „ , > | a ) , and (2) 

2 | a „ , | < e . 

Then we have 

I of (o)) I < i f 2 |a„J(<io-X„,)^-|-e 2 \a^\(co-\,y, 

| co-^cf ( < o ) | < i / 2 \a,n\ + €A<e(M+A}, 

and so a>-^(7f (co) -0 : 

which proves the theorem. 

5. The next theorem which we shall state is one whose general idea is 
analogous to those of the 'Tauber ian ' theorems of VI, § 7, and in particular 
Theorem 35. We therefore omit the proof. 

* For the special case of multiphcation in accordance with Cauchy's rule, 
see Hardy and Littlewood, 2 (Theorem 35), where further theorems on the 
multipUcation of series will be found. The particular theorem proved there is 
however a special case of one given previously by Fekete, 3 . 

H. «& B. ^ 
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THEOREM 58. If 

\ Ki / \ Pn / 

then the convergence of A and B is enough to ensure that of G.* 

6. Our last two theorems are of a different character. 

THEOREM 591. If 

(1) r > 0 , T ' > 0 , r - fT '>0 , p-\-r>p', p ' - f r ' > p , 

(2) the series 2a„j«~ •"* is convergent for s = p, and absolutely convergent 
for s=p-\-r, 

(3) the series 2 6„e~''' '* u convergent for s=p', and absolutely convergent 
for s^p' + r ; 

then the series 2 0pe~''''^ is convergent for 

pr' + p'r -f TT' 
.s=- —; . 

r-{-r 

We shall give a proof of this theorem only in the simplest and most 
interesting case, viz. tha t in which 

X,n=log«i, fti=log», Vp=l0gp, 

so that the series are ordinary Dirichlet's series, and 

p = / = 0 . 

We can then suppose that r and r are any numbers greater than 1, so that 

pr'+p'r + rr' 
r-\-r 

may be any number greater than J. The theorenr therefore asserts that, if 
A and B are convergent, and 

Cp= 2 a,nbn, 
mn=p 

then 2Cp^-» is convergent for o-> J. In this case, however, it is possible 
to prove rather more. 

* This theorem is not a corollary of Theorem 35. The conditions do not 
ensure that Cp = 0{(yp- Vj,^j}li^p}. The theorem was proved, in the particular case 
Xm=m, Pn=^' by Hardy, 2 ; and in the general case by Hardy, 7. Hardy 
however supposed the indices X,„, ,«„ subject to the conditions 

^ '^m-'^m-l = 0(Xm). MB - Mm,-i = 0 (M J • 

That these conditions are unnecessary was shown by Rosenblatt, 2 . 
t Landau, 4 , and H., p. 755. 
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THEOREM 60. If A and B are convergent, then 2 -j- is convergent*. 

We shall prove, in fact, that ICpp'' is uniformly convergent along any 
finite stretch of the line s—\^ti. 

Let us write A^=^ 2 a,^, A=^A (x)->rA^, 
m>x 

and similarly for B. We have 
CO GO 

'S.avv~^='2{Av-i~Av)v-^ 
m m 

= A,n-im-^ + lAy{v-»~(v+l)-''}=o(^\, 

Similarly I 6„ v -»=o (^] ; 
n \fnj 

and these relations all hold uniformly as regards *. We observe now that 

2 ej,p-> 

mcludes all products of pairs of terms a„,wi-s, 5„?i-» for which mn^[x], and 
ViC \fx 
2 a„ ,m-»x 2 b^n-' 
1 1 

all for whioh m<Jx, n<fx; and that , if mn^[x], one at least of m and 
n is not greater than ^x. I t follows that 

X 'Jx ,Jx 
SCpp-"- 2 a,nm-' 2 b,^n~^ 
1 1 1 

•\lx x/m \lx xjn 
= 2 a^m-" 2 b„v-'+ 2 6„m-» 2 a„v-> 

1 V« 1 ViC 

= o(x-i) S -^-i-o(x-*) 2 4 - = o( l ) ; - t 

whioh proves the theorem. 
I t was suggested by Cahen | tha t the convergence of A and B should 

involve the convergence of SCpp'^ for a->Q, and not merely for o-g J (as is 
shown by Theorem 60). This question, the answer to which remained for 
long doubtful, was ultimately decided by Landau §, who showed by an 
example that Oahen's hypothesis was untrue. 

* Stieltjes, 1, 2 . See also Landau, 4 , and H., pp. 759 et seq. 
^^'^ 1 / /m\ -L 

+ Since S b„p-^=o{x-^)-o i ^ - ] = o(x-^); 

xjn _, 
and similarly •Z,avV-'=o(x *). 

<s/x 
X Cahen, 1. § Landau, 5, and fl., p. 773. 

5.-2 
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This may be seen very simply by means of Bohr's example (III, § 7) of a 
function/(«), convergent for o->0, for which /x (a-) = 1 - o- for 0<o-<l. If we 
square this function, we obtain a function for which/i (tr) = 2 - 2o- for 0<( r< l , 
so that p((r)>l if o-<i. It follows from Theorem 12 that the squared series 
cannot converge for o-<^, and hence that the number ^ which occurs in 
Theorem 60 cannot possibly be replaced by any smaller number*. 

* Bohr, 5. 
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